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This handbook gives you the
basic concept to develop
new leadership and take
responsibility in a holistic way

Here you discover guiding
information on how to drive
our new emerging civilization

You find out how to change
an obsolete society
framework and turn it into a
useful model to evolve
humanity and Earth

This book leads you through
labyrinths of etiquette
enforced taboos to keys that
open doors of mental cages

It associates strongly with the
human instinct to obtain
agreement and easy global
understanding

It is neither constrained by
religious / socioeconomic
belief systems nor by any
other forms of narrow-
mindedness
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Together we carry our world
safely into the future

Humans have arrived at the end of natural evolution. We are in a
transition phase to consciously evolve humanity to its desired
destiny now. You have two ways:

1. Observing evolution that happens around you as a spectator,

2. Or active participation in evolution on Earth.

Active participation guides you towards your real human rights as
a global citizen:

Your first and fundamental human right is to lead our planet

Take it, to make a beautiful Earth

Or leave it to governments and watch this world suffer

Leaders have the power to turn our planet into a wasteland, or into
a beautiful garden.

Leaders have the power to turn humans into liabilities or assets.

As a leader, you decide if your environment will be a wasteland
with liabilities or a beautiful garden with assets.

Earth and humanity needs you as a leader!
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Welcome leader!

We have been waiting for
you, please make yourself
comfortable and feel at
home...

As you know, our world is violent, constantly at war, severely
fragmented and needs to be mended. The fragments have many
rulers of nations, religions, institutions, enterprises and other
groups, who are in competition with each other and mainly
concerned about the benefits of their own group. None of those
rulers has the authority or mandate to govern the world, leaving
Earth without a valid administration. To take care of this
undesirable situation you are invited to participate in a new, more
just global civilization framework and lead our world into the
future.

Because of our leaderless world, it is inevitable for some kind of
global governance or administration to emerge eventually. So,
you may well take the initiative, and start with it now. You have
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more benefits if you take the lead along the right way, instead of
following those who are in power now, along the wrong way into
a death end, causing more unnecessary pain to life on Earth.

You will be equipped with authority of the majority to take
responsibility for all humans and their environment once the
critical mass of leaders has been reached.

As a leader, you have to coordinate and focus humanity's random
activity towards building a beautiful and exciting Earth. To be
successful, you guide all activities by natural, universal laws.

Your initial task is to build or modify a model of our desired
existence, an administration model that will gain majority
acceptance. You publish this model on the Internet for other
leaders to evaluate and take part in evaluating their models.
Through this interaction of many citizens, an average model will
evolve. This will be the most accepted administration model to
orient and focus all humans. After global acceptance of this
model, you compare it with reality and initiate activities to
eliminate differences between this Global Civilization Model and
reality.

Please, help humanity to disentangle
itself from the useless mace it has
created so far
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Your present situation is governed by the Liability Triad

The three pillars of our society are commerce, government and
religion, with commerce as the dominating one. Each of them
may be good in its own merit when separate, but in combination,
they are a plague to humanity.

Commerce, government and religion keep you as a liability,
instead of nourishing you into an asset.

Your government did turn you into a number to be controlled,
commerce made you a money addict and the church says: "Yes,
please submit yourself to that!" Do you feel OK in such a
situation?
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Each of the three entities above has its simple, crucial core laws to
follow:

First law of commerce: Take more than you give. Make a profit!

Second law: Exploit your environment and brainwash your
customers - grab resources and dump products
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Third law:  If people attack you with the truth, pull the wool over
their eyes - use PR deception

Don't follow those laws and your business will be liquidated

First law of government: Control whatever you can control.
Leave nothing uncontrolled!

Second law: Use structural violence to keep yourself in power -
maintain military and police forces to intimidate those who are
against you

Third law:  Establish laws to prove yourself right and essential -
legislate to your own benefit

Don't follow those laws and people will administer themselves
without your government

First law of religion:  Submit yourself to the great one. Be
humble!

Second law: Make more believers, slyly tell them they are stupid,
only God knows - promote your holy mission

Third law:  Take their intelligence and own opinion away, leave
only an empty shell - to fill them with your fairy tales and
strategic lies

If you don't follow those laws, people make up their own mind
and your religion will disappear
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The Liability Triad is a model of our present civilization that
needs to be changed to assure a more pleasant survival of
humanity.

Today humanity is in a transition
phase where authority and power is
shifting from male domination
(Liability Triad) to female guidance
(new leadership). Males who cling to
domination and females who have been
coerced into a dominating role delay
the transition to a more humane
society with less violence.

The complexity of the 21st century has outstripped the capacity of
governments. The mental processing power needed to prevent
further destruction and lift humanity out of the commercial dump
is not available from present-day governments. This is where you
come in, to supply additional processing power. In return, you
will get more confidence in yourself, peace in the world, and a
general increase in wellbeing.
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Support has been eroding under Old Governments over time.
It is easy for you to wedge Old Governments off balance with
New Leadership. Do it for the sake of your offspring. Hand over
a nice, intact world to your children.

You are a conscious life form of
planet Earth. This gives you the
natural right to take responsibility
for Earth.

It gives you the natural right to
communicate with all conscious life
forms to coordinate activities amongst
each other for mutual benefits of all.

Global Leadership is your only tool today to make the difference.
Take responsibility for Earth and go with us into a safe, exciting
future, - do not waste your time with obsolete governments.
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Don’t wait until an institutionalized committee tells you what to
do and how to conform in a New World Order that will be
imposed on you by big brother. Don’t wait until corporations have
you caught in their globalization trap that requires you to
financially worship the wealthy elite. Take your own initiative
and put your opinion forward on how you would like to live in a
global society. Don’t follow institutions – demand that
institutions follow you (the people).

Societies have been advancing from more centrally controlled to
less control and coercion. This is a fundamental aspect of our
modern society. Today most people agree on the benefit of
democratic systems where they are allowed to voice their opinion
reasonably well; which is a step ahead of military / religious
dictatorships and monarchies.

The fake democracy we are having now is already a good
breeding ground for a real democracy where people speak for
themselves instead of delegating their opinioni. It is up to you to
demand your responsibility within a coming global democracy.
Why do you take bronze if you could get gold?
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Mission Statement

:H�DUH�D�JOREDO�IRUFH�WKDW�UHVLGHV�DW

QR�SDUWLFXODU�SODFH��HYHQO\�GLVSHUVHG

DURXQG�WKLV�SODQHW��:H�DUH�JXLGHG

E\�UHDOLW\��ZH�DUH�DOZD\V�ORRNLQJ�IRU

WKH�WUXWK�

:H�REVHUYH�WKH�LQFUHDVH�RI

GHVWUXFWLYH�IRUFHV�ZLWKLQ�RXU�VRFLHW\

WR�WKH�GHWULPHQW�RI�OLIH�RQ�WKLV

SODQHW��$LU��ODQG��ZDWHU��OLIH�DQG

SHRSOH�HYHU\ZKHUH�IDOOLQJ�SUH\�WR�WKRVH

GHVWUXFWLYH�HOHPHQWV�

2XU�PLVVLRQ�LV�WR�ILQG��SLQSRLQW

DQG�UHSODFH�WKRVH�GHVWUXFWLYH

HOHPHQWV�ZLWK�QRXULVKLQJ�RQHV�
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<RX�ZRQGHU�ZKR�LV�VSHDNLQJ�WR

\RX"

,W�LV�\RXU�FRQVFLRXVQHVV��DQ�LQWHJUDO

SDUW�RI�KXPDQLW\
V�VSLULW�

The world is neither for sale nor to destroy

It is here for the people to enjoy
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We envision ourselves as cohesive group of living entities
adapting symbiotically to our host planet. Evolving towards our
destiny as an interdependent living biomass. This evolution can
only be accomplished by increasing wellbeing. Increased
wellbeing will set free the immense power of humanity's intellect.
Activities derived from our freed intellect will steer us towards
our natural evolution target.

Humanity's intellect based on the interlocked mind of all people
could solve all our problems easily - but the evil forces within
humanity fear it. Those violent forces prevent interlocking to
accumulate more destructive power for themselves.

The greatest treasure on Earth is one of the most disregarded
resources: The human mind.

Unfortunately, it is not utilized.
It is even damaged and discarded
 by coercive civilization structures
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What is Global Leadership?

Global Leadership is leadership by heart not by structural
violence nor by money. It does not depend on the amount of
violence or money you can accumulate. Those who rule now have
based their leadership on violence and money instead of
intelligence.

How is Global Leadership different from other forms of
government?

New Leadership Old Governments
will overgrow Old Governments work towards their extinction

• no human sacrifices anymore • humans are sacrificed in the
name of a belief (war) to
please the god of greed

• all people are welcome to
contribute their brainpower for
leadership

• only a few "chosen ones" use
their brainpower to govern
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• the origins of destruction can
be easily found; destructive
habits are reversed

• the ritual of destruction and
waste is faithfully followed by
the Liability Triad

• global leadership • national governments
• tendency towards opening

sensors, improving interactive
communication

• reduced communication,
secrecy, censorship and
propaganda

• dual monetary system makes
unemployment impossible

• single monetary system results
in a mix-up of government and
commerce

• language is tuned to increase
understanding between all
humans

• language is used as a status
symbol, reducing
communication

• nourishing element will be
everywhere visible: massive
reforestation, massive activity
into nourishing technology

• destructive element is
everywhere visible: massive
deforestation, massive activity
into destructive technology

• humans will be nourished to
become leaders (assets)

• humans are manipulated to be
followers (liabilities)

• slow, intelligent decision
making based on love and
understanding

• quick decision making
governed by stupidity, violence
and own profit

• crime will be reduced over
time to insignificant levels

• in the absence of war crime is
increasing

• you'll see strangers for no
apparent reason smile at you

• you have strangers with frozen
faces around you

• more money available for an
efficiently working society. No
idle resources because of
insufficient money

• artificial shortage of money
creates global inefficiency

• power of commerce to
broadcast into the private
homes of individuals will be
reduced

• commerce manipulates
individuals with ads in their
own homes

• power of broadcasters to
nourish children with violence
will be reduced

• kids learn violent conflict
resolution from contemporary
broadcast contents and
become violence addicts

• separation of human
administration and commerce

• government & commerce
intrinsically entangled
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• focus object will be the Global
Civilization Model

• no global focus but party
politics and national,
commercial advantage

• more life stabilizes weather, -
milder climate

• less life destabilizes weather, -
harsher climate

• you'll know what you are
living for

• every human will benefit
himself and its environment to
his fullest potential

• you can't find a particular
purpose in your life

• billions of malnourished, idle
and underutilized humans
roam this planet

• society allocates status
symbols for those who
participate in activities of
growth and nourishment

• society promotes status
symbols for destruction (win-
lose scenario)

• every human is bound by only
a few laws and some
guidelines

• humans are entangled in a
myriad of laws sprawling
around this planet

• there will be an increasing
amount of pleasure in your life

• pleasure for most of us is
declining

• flexible, evolving
administration of society

• rigid structure of government
stuck immovable in time

• you are responsible for
yourself, for your fellow
humans and for your
environment

• you are responsible to make
money and live to the laws of
your country

• you can be proud of yourself
to achieve benefits for
humanity and this planet

• you don't know exactly what
you are struggling for on Earth

• you are safe and welcome
anywhere, anytime around
the globe

• you have to fear for your life in
many places

• preventing the cause of
violence and destruction

• treating the symptoms of
violence and destruction

• GL wraps itself around you to
make you feel good

• Old Governments point at you
to make you feel guilty
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Guidelines to become a leader

• Think about how a global society should look like

• Allocate some thoughts to leadership.

• Feel and act like a leader, not like a follower

• Communicate your vision of a just global society to as
many humans you can reach

• Think about what activities are necessary to enable a
smooth transition from present governments to a global
leadership administration

All this should not take much time out of your daily routines.

The first step is to recognize your fundamental human right to
lead - no matter what people and institutions around you may
think about it. Once you feel your responsibility as a leader, you
communicate to other humans that you would like to cooperate
with them at the same level - as an equal to take responsibility for
the whole planet. To lead Earth, you depend on your leader
friends who have the same position as you.

You are not ‘chosen’ like a leader of
present groups. You are a leader out
of your own initiative.

The existing rulers are not leaders of humanity or Earth they just
rule a group of people with a particular belief system. They only
rule over a certain jurisdiction and population. That's why their
power is diminishing while your power is increasing.

Keep in mind though, present rulers have to prove that they are
superior and you inferior. This results in domination to keep you
deliberately submissive and stupid. By becoming a leader
yourself, you will lose this artificial stupidity and submissiveness.
No matter where you are in the world or what status and position
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you have, think and act like a leader. No one can prevent you
from doing that.

Be assured, this simple act of feeling like a leader over our planet
and its inhabitants will make the difference between a 'business
like usual world' and the world behind an approaching paradigm
shift, where people can trust each other again.

If you take part in Global Leadership, you represent:

♦ yourself

♦ humanity

♦ life and

♦ planet Earth

If you like to spend more time and activity on it you may:

[1] Force your government with systematic aggressive
communication to recycle all military resources into something
useful for humanity

[2] Lobby governments or request from the UN to make free
servers available for public use and enable Internet
communication for everyone.

[3] Get in touch with people contributing to Global Leadership or
who support it. Join the Global Leadership WebRingii  if you have
a web page: http://nav.webring.yahoo.com/hub?ring=glead

[4] Participate in building the Global Civilization Model and
promote new leadership:

Design your own model or modify an existing Glo-Ci-Mo

Follow your own way how to evolve as a leader and
promote leadership. For instance, make global leader
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hearts (badges, representing the symbol of leadership by
heart) as a gift for people.

[5] Take good care about your health and the health of this planet.

[6] As a leader, you have to know the three most important
entities from your point of view:

� How your body works

� How your mind works

� How our world works

And the interrelationship between the 3 of them

You need to have a full understanding of Earth and its inhabitants
including your body and mind by using the current sensory
system. Explaining anything without this understanding
undermines your credibility.
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[7] Analyze the facts of your environment and think about the
relationships between those facts.

Take a sharp look at reality

don't get your vision blurred by

belief-systems

or group-think

[8] Discover the relationship between your activities and the
wellbeing of this planet and its inhabitants.

[9] Make sure nothing (no person, structure, belief system or
ritual) dominates you.

[10] Clean up the superstition rubbish periodically that may have
clogged up your mind.

Even though the system of GL doesn’t encourage fans, it may
happen during your leadership that you accumulate followers.
Believers and followers are liabilities and have a negative
influence on the Ring of Truth. Nourish your followers (that
includes your offspring) as efficient as possible so that they
become leaders. Feel free to obtain assistance from other leaders
if there are too many followers and this nourishing process is
beyond your capabilities.

Each human has its unique destiny. Open your sensors to discover
your destiny and aim towards it. On your way, you will find
things, no one has discovered. This is the real power of Global
Leadership, as a leader you are supposed to discover, you are not
supposed to follow doctrines.
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If you have been nourished well and continue to nourish yourself
well, you will at some stage in your life flower. It is a mental
flower, a beneficial idea. You communicate this idea to other
humans and their activity will adjust to increase the wellbeing for
humanity and this planet. Acting as a Global Leader naturally
releases your mental powers.

Every human has the potential to flower. Many have flowered in
history. Through Global Leadership, humanity will be immersed
in creative flowers.

Before enlightenment,
you believe in something.

After enlightenment,
you just know it!

It is necessary to strengthen the relationship between the people
worldwide as defense against predator institutions. As a leader
you never attack or criticize people. If a person behaves
detrimental with negative effects on the wellbeing of humans, use
your intelligence to identify the ritual or structure that made this
person behave so, and modify or eliminate that ritual or
civilization structure. Only target detrimental structures of
society, to modify or dismantle them together with affected
humans and your fellow leaders; never target people who are
controlled by those structures' rituals. Bear in mind:

A shortage of love and an overdose of
greed can make any human insane

It is important to understand that heavy indoctrination within
institutions brainwashes humans front to back. People in those
positions, who have been indoctrinated over a long time of their
life, to feel superior by pushing detrimental organizations into the
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future, need mental and spiritual counseling, not hostility or even
violence unleashed against them. Dropping down the hierarchy is
seen as a disaster by dominators that needs to be avoided by all
means.

Dominating rulers want to be unquestionable, that's why they
create defensive structures. Over a long time male dominators
have build many defense structures to protect domination/
submission relationships. People who slip into those structures
become invincible to criticism brought forward against them.
Fragmenting their subordinates is the most important task of
dominators to keep themselves in power. Fragmenting a problem
into a myriad of particles is a preferred strategy by dominators to
make it unsolvable. Fragmenting problems to increase their
complexities is a handy tool to prevent their solution, to keep
them ‘alive’ in order to:

• have a job to do

• protect own incompetence

• maintain taboos

• keep the status quo

• make people stupid

Nevertheless, scrutinize authority and coercive structures only,
not humans who are obliged to follow procedures. So, take it easy
on people because they are only the end-product of society
structures, organizations, corporations, man-made rules and
rituals. Try to enlighten dominators. Use the truth to penetrate
their shield of superstition and group-think that keeps them in the
darkness. In the end, when they crawl out underneath their
defensive armor, they turn out to be just one of us.
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Lead Earth, life and humanity

Earth did a great job leading us through natural evolution. Now
we are in the transition phase to take leadership over Earth. In the
past, we have been reacting in response to the Earth-forces. Now,
Earth is gradually responding more to the force of humanity. So
far, we are not sure what that response will be. Therefore, it is our
responsibility to anticipate the result of the three interdependent
forces of planet, life and humanity. We have to take leadership
and guide those forces towards a stable equilibrium that is
beneficial for our own evolution.

Driving the planet is just like driving a car - everyone can learn it.
With simplified controls, every citizen can sit on the steering
wheel of planet Earth. (To put it better: we more likely will use a
mouse instead of a wheel)

Make friends with all humans around the world

You may feel at home globally because the people around the
world are mainly good, only those who are driven by malicious
institutions and coercive society structures pose a threat to you
and other living things. Collaborate with other peaceful humans
and destroy those vicious structures to set humanity free from the
postmodern oppressive system. Then you have true friends
everywhere. The more people you contact the more likely the idea
of equality and responsibility succeeds and the sooner the
wellbeing of our planet will increase.

The key to success is communication.

When you feel and know that you want to lead this planet, and not
follow rulers, you communicate this desire to other people.
Communication is necessary to generate activities and change.
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If you want something to happen or change, you have to
communicate. When you are ready to communicate with all
people on this planet, just let the people know. Once everybody is
ready and willing to communicate we will develop agreements
between us; agreements on how to structure the global society.
Once we agree on a better society, we all work together to
implement it.

Send a Message of Goodwill

Email or postal services can be used to convey this message to
other humans

If you send 100 invitations, you will find:

⇒ 8 ready to participate.

⇒ 50 not yet ready.
(will participate within months)

⇒ 35 believe in different systems.
(may participate within years)

⇒ 7 determined to defend own group believed to be superior.
(may never participate)

This message is like an arrow; send it and the target will be hit by
an invitation of love and wisdom. The impact is much greater
when this message is used as an invitation as if it is found on the
website or in this book. Here you pick up the arrow and examine
it but you are not hit by it.

You can send this sample invitation, or creatively compose a very
different form of...
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Invitation for leaders

*UHHWLQJV���

7KLV�LV�DQ�LQYLWDWLRQ�IRU�QHZ�OHDGHUVKLS�

2XU�ZRUOG�KDV�PDQ\�OHDGHUV�RI�QDWLRQV��UHOLJLRQV�
LQVWLWXWLRQV��HQWHUSULVHV�DQG�RWKHU�JURXSV��$OO�RI
WKRVH�OHDGHUV�DUH�PDLQO\�FRQFHUQHG�DERXW�WKH
EHQHILWV�RI�WKHLU�RZQ�JURXS�DQG�QRQH�RI�WKHP�KDV
WKH�DXWKRULW\�WR�OHDG�SODQHW�(DUWK�

7R�WDNH�FDUH�RI�WKLV�XQGHVLUDEOH�FRQGLWLRQ�
KXPDQLW\�QHHGV�\RX�WR�SDUWLFLSDWH�LQ�*OREDO
/HDGHUVKLS�WR�JXLGH�RXU�ZRUOG�LQWR�WKH�IXWXUH�
*OREDO�/HDGHUVKLS�LV�D�VHHG�DERXW�WR�JHUPLQDWH
DQG�JURZV�ZLWK�\RXU�LQWHOOLJHQFH��,W�ZLOO�HTXLS
\RX�ZLWK�DXWKRULW\�RI�WKH�PDMRULW\�WR�WDNH
UHVSRQVLELOLW\�IRU�KXPDQLW\�DQG�LWV�HQYLURQPHQW
RQFH�WKH�FULWLFDO�PDVV�RI�OHDGHUV�KDV�EHHQ
UHDFKHG��$V�D�OHDGHU��\RX�ZLOO�IRFXV�KXPDQLW\
V
UDQGRP�DFWLYLW\�WR�EXLOG�D�EHDXWLIXO�DQG�H[FLWLQJ
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(DUWK��7R�EH�VXFFHVVIXO��\RX�JXLGH�DOO�DFWLYLWLHV�E\
XQLYHUVDO��QDWXUDO�ODZV�

7R�FUHDWH�D�*OREDO�&LYLOL]DWLRQ�0RGHO�RI�RXU
GHVLUHG�H[LVWHQFH��LV�\RXU�OHDGHUVKLS�WDVN��<RX
SUHVHQW�WKLV�PRGHO�WR�RWKHU�OHDGHUV�IRU
HYDOXDWLRQ��DQG�WDNH�SDUW�LQ�HYDOXDWLQJ�WKHLU
PRGHOV��7KURXJK�WKLV�LQWHUDFWLRQ�DQ�DYHUDJH
PRGHO�ZLOO�HYROYH��<RX�FRPSDUH�WKLV�DYHUDJH�PRGHO
ZLWK�UHDOLW\��DQG�LQLWLDWH�DFWLYLWLHV�WR�HOLPLQDWH
GLIIHUHQFHV�EHWZHHQ�WKH�PRGHO�DQG�UHDOLW\�

,W�LV�HDV\�WR�MRLQ�LQ�*OREDO�/HDGHUVKLS��DQG
JUDGXDOO\�WDNH�PRUH�UHVSRQVLELOLW\��/RRN�DW�WKRVH
PLUURU�VLWHV�RQ�WKH�:HE�IRU�DQ�LQWURGXFWLRQ�

KWWS���PHPEHUV�IRUWXQHFLW\�FRP�ORYH�����

KWWS���ZZZ�DQJHOILUH�FRP�KL��ORYHDQGSHDFH�

KWWS���ZZZ�JHRFLWLHV�FRP�$WKHQV�$WODQWLV������
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7KLV�PD\�EH�WKH�PRVW�LPSRUWDQW�LQIRUPDWLRQ�LQ
\RXU�OLIH��1R�RWKHU�LQIRUPDWLRQ�H[LVWV�SUHVHQWO\
WKDW�FDQ�WXUQ�\RX�LQWR�D�OHDGHU�RI�RXU�SODQHW�
VROYH�PRVW�FXUUHQW�SUREOHPV�DQG�JXLGH�HYROXWLRQ
RQ�(DUWK��7DNH�\RXU�WLPH�WR�HYDOXDWH�LW�ZLWK
LQWXLWLRQ��<RX�PD\�QHHG�IURP�GD\V�WR�PRQWKV
XQWLO�\RX�DUH�IXOO\�DZDUH�RI�LWV�LPSOLFDWLRQV�

,Q�IXWXUH��ZKHQ�\RX�KDYH�IRXQG�\RXU�GHVWLQ\
ZLWKLQ�\RXU�OHDGHUVKLS��ZKHQ�\RX�KDYH�FRQILUPHG
\RXU�FRQQHFWLRQ�ZLWK�KXPDQLW\��OLIH�DQG�WKLV
SODQHW��\RX�DUH�UHDG\�WR�DFW�

7KH�ODZV�RI�WKRVH�ODUJHU�HQWLWLHV�ZLOO�JXLGH�\RXU
DFWLYLW\��6HQVRUV�IRU�QDWXUDO�ODZV�UHVLGH�LQ�HYHU\
SHUVRQ��2SHQ�\RXU�VHQVRUV�ZLWK�ORYH�WR
FRPPXQLFDWH�HIIHFWLYHO\�ZLWK�WKRVH�ODUJHU
HQWLWLHV�WKDW�GHVLJQHG�\RX��,I�\RX�DUH�FRQWUROOHG
E\�YLROHQFH��GRPLQDWLRQ�DQG�ULWXDOV��\RX�ZLOO�QRW
EH�DEOH�WR�FRPPXQLFDWH�ZHOO�ZLWK�WKRVH�HQWLWLHV�
,Q�DGGLWLRQ��\RX�LQHYLWDEO\�ZLOO�JR�DJDLQVW�WKHLU
ODZV��WR�WKH�GHWULPHQW�RI�\RXUVHOI�DQG�\RXU
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HQYLURQPHQW��:K\�VZLP�DJDLQVW�WKH�VWUHDP�RI
OLIH"

/LIH�LV�VR�PXFK�VWURQJHU�WKDQ�DQ\�KXPDQ�LV��/LIH
ZLOO�PRYH�RQ�WR�LWV�GHVWLQ\�ZLWK�RU�ZLWKRXW
KXPDQV��,W�KDV�EHHQ�JURZLQJ�RQ�WKLV�SODQHW�IRU
ELOOLRQV�RI�\HDUV�DQG�QHYHU�GLHG��,W�IRXQG�WKDW
LWV�JURZWK�LV�FRQVWUDLQHG�E\�WKLV�SODQHW��,W�PDGH
KXPDQV�WR�UHPRYH�WKDW�FRQVWUDLQW��<RX�DUH�RQH�RI
WKH�WRROV�IRU�OLIH�WR�SURSDJDWH�LWVHOI�DQG�JURZ
WKURXJKRXW�WKH�XQLYHUVH�

:KHQ�\RX�DUH�FRQYLQFHG�DERXW�WKH�EHQHILWV�RI�\RXU
OHDGHUVKLS��FRPPXQLFDWH�WKLV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�WR
RWKHUV�DQG�LQYLWH�WKHP�LQWR�JOREDO�OHDGHUVKLS�
:KHQ�\RX�WUDQVODWH�WKLV�PHVVDJH�LQWR�RWKHU
ODQJXDJHV��PRGLI\�WKH�ZRUGV�EXW�NHHS�WKH
PHDQLQJ��7KHQ��ZLWK�WKH�DJUHHPHQW�RI�\RXU
IHOORZ�OHDGHUV��QRXULVK�KXPDQV�IURP�OLDELOLWLHV
LQWR�DVVHWV��/HDG�\RXU�RIIVSULQJ�DQG�IROORZHUV�WR
JUDGXDOO\�FKDQJH�WKHLU�DFWLYLW\�IURP�H[SORLWDWLRQ
GRPLQDWLRQ��WR�QRXULVKPHQW�FUHDWLRQ��6R�WKDW�WKH\
EHFRPH�OHDGHUV�DQG�FDUU\�RQ�\RXU�QRXULVKLQJ
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DFWLYLW\��7KH�UHVXOW�ZLOO�EH�EHQHILFLDO�WR�\RX��WR
RWKHU�KXPDQV��WR�OLIH�DQG�RXU�SODQHW�

:KHQ�WKHUH�DUH�PRUH�OHDGHUV�WKDQ�IROORZHUV�
KXPDQLW\�LWVHOI�ZLOO�FKDQJH�IURP�D�OLDELOLW\�LQWR
DQ�DVVHW��7KDW�PHDQV��KXPDQLW\�LV�SURJUHVVLQJ
IURP�D�PDOIXQFWLRQLQJ�OLIH�GHVWUXFWLQJ�HQWLW\�
WR�D�EHWWHU�IXQFWLRQLQJ�OLIH�QRXULVKLQJ�HQWLW\�
SURFHHGLQJ�WRZDUGV�JXLGHG�HYROXWLRQ�RQ�WKLV
SODQHW��+XPDQV�KDYH�DUULYHG�DW�WKH�HQG�RI
QDWXUDO�HYROXWLRQ��7RJHWKHU��ZH�DOO�KDYH�WR
FRQVFLRXVO\�HYROYH�KXPDQLW\�WR�LWV�GHVLUHG�GHVWLQ\
QRZ��<RXU�RSLQLRQ�DQG�DFWLRQV�DUH�DQ�HVVHQWLDO
SDUW�RI�WKLV�GHVWLQ\�

:KDWHYHU�\RX�GR��GR�LW�LQ�WKH�QDPH�RI�WKH
XQLYHUVH��EHFDXVH�\RX�DUH�D�SDUW�RI�WKH�XQLYHUVH��'R
LW�LQ�WKH�QDPH�RI�OLIH��EHFDXVH�\RX�DUH�D�SDUW�RI
OLIH��'R�LW�LQ�WKH�QDPH�RI�KXPDQLW\��EHFDXVH�\RX
DUH�D�SDUW�RI�KXPDQLW\��'R�LW�WR�LQFUHDVH�\RXU
RZQ�ZHOOEHLQJ�DQG�WKH�ZHOOEHLQJ�RI�OLIHªV
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GHVFHQGDQWV�LQ�IXWXUH��*XLGH�DOO�\RXU�DFWLYLWLHV
ZLWK�ORYH�DQG�QRXULVKPHQW�

,QWHOOLJHQFH�DQG�ORYH�DUH�WKH�IHUWLOH�JURXQG�
IRU�WKLV�LQIRUPDWLRQ�WR�JURZ��7KLV�PHVVDJH�ZLOO
VKULYHO�DQG�GLH�RQ�VWXSLGLW\�DQG�JUHHG��,I�\RX
FRQIRUP�WR�WKH�JURXS�WKLQN�RI�WKH�/LDELOLW\
7ULDG��\RX�ZLOO�WKURZ�LW�LQWR�WKH�WUDVK��PDNLQJ
ZDVWH�JURZ�RQ�WKLV�SODQHW�LQVWHDG�RI�OLIH�

7KLV�PHVVDJH�LV�LQGHVWUXFWLEOH�DQG�ZLOO�DOZD\V�EH
ZLWK�\RX��,W�ZLOO�UHSURGXFH�LWVHOI�XQWLO�LW�GLHV�D
QDWXUDO�GHDWK�RQFH�LWV�PLVVLRQ�LV�DFFRPSOLVKHG�
*OREDO�OHDGHUVKLS��RU�D�VLPLODU�VXFFHVVRU��ZLOO�QRW
GLVDSSHDU�DQ\PRUH��LW�FDQ�RQO\�EH�GHOD\HG�E\
LJQRUDQFH�

���SOHDVH��GRQDWH�LQWHOOLJHQFH�WR�HYROYH�RXU�REVROHWH
FLYLOL]DWLRQ�VWUXFWXUHV��EHFRPH�D�OHDGHU�DQG
EHQHILW�KXPDQLW\�
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<RX�FDQ�DFFHSW�WKLV�LQYLWDWLRQ��ZKHQHYHU�\RX�UHDG\�
1RZ��ZLWKLQ�GD\V��RU�ZLWKLQ�\HDUV��,W�GRHV�QRW
H[SLUH�

7KDQN�\RX�

PD\�WKH�VSLULW�RI�KXPDQLW\�JXLGH�\RX�DQG�SURWHFW
\RX�ZLWK�ORYH�
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Human fruits who ripened on the
tree of life drop to other planetary
systems into the universe
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7KH�IROORZLQJ�FKDSWHUV�JLYH

D�UHRULHQWDWLRQ�IURP�WKH
FXOWXUH�RI�GHDWK�WR�YDOXH�OLIH

DJDLQ��7R�GLVFRYHU�WKH
PHDQLQJ�RI�OLIH�DQG�DFW�LQ�LWV

EHVW�LQWHUHVW
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Life on Earth
If we could see as far into the
future, as far as we can see into the
past, we would realize that life is
divine evolution from its primitive
origin billions of years ago, into the
living shell that surrounds Earth now,
streaming from our planet into the
universe, towards a mysterious
existence in future.

Presently human life can lead to two extremes: [1] living to the
fullest and don't care, while on the other side, [2] life means
starvation until death finally comes to the rescue. In both cases,
well-being is limited because both extremes know about each
other. Probably neither of them is aware that civilization
structures are responsible for this discrepancy. However, when
humans takes responsibility for the development of humanity
towards more well-being, people come to understand their
interdependency, and life will get a different meaning.

Life is about support, trust, dependencies and
communication

1. Our planet is supported by the sun's gravity and light. What
happens when the sun is removed? Our planet would drift
aimlessly in cold space. We feel better if we know that we can
depend on the sun.

2. The planet supports the biosphere. What happens when the
planet is removed? There would be no life. We feel better if we
know that we can depend on our planet.

3. The living biomass of this planet supports my body. What
happens if the biosphere is removed? My body would die. I feel
better if I know that I can trust and depend on the biosphere.
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4. My body supports my wellbeing. What happens when my body
suffers violence? My wellbeing would degrade. I feel better if I
know that nothing can harm my body.

My wellbeing is the last instance. I want to live a life of
wellbeing; that's what I am aiming for. This is a common desire
of all human beings and it requires that the chain of support, trust
and dependencies is intact and all entities are able to
communicate well with each other. Most important, I have to take
responsibility for this chain, in the name of my wellbeing.

The status of wellbeing
is communicated
between humans.
Communication results
in human activities.
Depending on the type
of communication and
activity the level of
wellbeing is either
increased or decreased.
Violent activities
decrease wellbeing.
Nourishing activities
increase wellbeing.
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As the most recent form of life we are not sure if we originated
from an energy, info, material mixture from Earth, - that the
interplay between material and energy created the necessary
information storage (RNA, DNA) where life is based on, or if we
have been mysteriously created somewhere else and seeded from
space.

Although we do not understand our origins or destiny, people can
see that life does things on purpose, life is not a blind
watchmaker, as some believe. Reestablish your connection with
life and it will let you know what it wants from you. Shield
yourself with man-made structures and diseases from life and you
will never find your destiny.

To understand life better it is necessary for you to think back in
time to find our common connections.

      You          mammal        reptile           bacteria
           o                 o          o             o

           \                /         /          |
             \  /       /       /
               \ /     /     /

    \     /       /   /
       X----------------------------- 30 million years ago
         \            /                 /
           \         /       /
             \     /     /
                X-----------------------300 million

      \              /
        \           /
          \         /
            \    /
              X----------------3 billion
      \

Once you can visualize our common ancestor and understand that
we are all related, you feel much more at ease with life and
people.
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The right combination and amount of
living things, and their relationship
on our planet, is crucial for human
wellbeing. Western civilization
focuses mainly on non-living things,
technology and wealth to increase
humanity’s wellbeing in vain.

DNA reconstruction and manufacturing plus enlightenment will
be the tools to steer evolution. Soon you can alter DNA to easily
change the physical characteristics of life. You can develop
memes to swiftly change the mental characteristics of humanity.
Those things are just around the corner. Before long, both of them
will be available for every human.

Do you want to take the steering wheel or do you want to be
driven by life?

There is certainly no duty to drive (to evolve consciously) it
depends on your own decision. In case you want to drive, you
need to be clear about the destiny - not only yours, but
humanity's.

As our vision of reality gets clearer, we realize that we drive. We
are driving through time to an unknown destiny. We anticipate
what that destiny could be but we are not sure yet. Our aided and
unaided sensors have not supplied us with sufficient information
to draw conclusions. To become clearer about our destiny, we
need to probe deeper into reality and our very existence on this
planet. To find our purpose for being; - the purpose for the
existence of life.

Put yourself into the shoes of life. Imagine what you would like to
achieve if you were the billion-year-old entity of life:

What would be your real
intention on planet Earth?
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Our essential nourishing activity

Supplied in a suitable
climate, the main
components of human
nourishment are food, love
and information
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Nourishing and being nourished is the most substantial activity
humans undertake in their lifetime. Amazingly, this important
activity does not show up in accounting, nor significantly in
economy. Even governments do not realize it is the most
significant task.

Nevertheless, this task made us what we are. Humans are the
animals with the longest nourishing time. This investment of time
into nourishment evolved us from animals to humans. Expanding
time for nourishment will evolve us into superior humans
assuring our survival. Spending more time nourishing our
environment will result in an increasingly pleasant surrounding
for us. Reducing this time, just to take part in a destructive 'rat
race', very likely devolves us back into ferocious animals with
super-brains, destined for violent combat and extinction.

Commerce says, this nourishing activity is not useful and can’t be
rewarded. Nourishing your baby does not make a profit according
to accounting principles. The accounting structure that drives
banks and commerce tells you to beat the competition by
developing something in a hurry to make a profit. In addition, this
profit has to be made in the quickest possible time. To invest in a
new rainforest where the wellbeing pay off starts to come in
within millennia would be impossible for banks because they are
based on a faulty wealth extraction system. When banks give you
money for your commercial activity, they don't care what you do,
as long as you can give them back more money, as soon as
possible. How you extract value from your environment is your
business. You allowed extracting value by exploitation of nature,
cheating people, or legal theft, just to show a profit in your
accounting sheets. This obsolete accounting ritual is at the core of
our environmental degradation and destruction.

Banks are not driven by intelligence
 Banks are driven by greed

This greed turns our planet into a liability
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Accounting does not know

1. That nourishment generates intelligence & ideas

2. That intelligence & ideas generate activity

3. That activity generates money/wealth

The origin of wealth is hidden away
from Accounting.

Downfall of accounting

Accounting has no clue about the spirit

Accounting can't put an appropriate value on life

It can account non-living things better

And counts only money the best

Accounting should be principally used to fuse money into the
system generating activities that increase wellbeing. But
accounting is used to squeeze money out of the system by
favoring activities that accumulate wealth.

The accounting ritual is a tool for commerce that is frequently
used. But it is a defective tool that produces inefficiency,
destruction and waste. Accounting money the 'wrong way round'
is wrecking this planet.

To resolve those problems, humanity has to
devise a place for commerce to flourish
without harming humans and the
environment. It is essential that commerce
moves into a clear-cut sub-sphere of
humanity. It is also essential that humanity
controls commerce - not commerce controlling
humanity, as we have it today.
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SEED NOURISHMENT AND EVERYONE WILL
HARVEST BENEFITS

SEED EXPLOITATION TO MAKE YOU AND YOUR
GROUP GAIN AT THE EXPENSE OF OTHERS AND
EVERYONE WILL HARVEST DESTRUCTION

(We and the environment are increasingly harvesting destruction today)

Managerial wisdom

Defensive companies based on fighting and segmentation

reduce communication
have decreasing achievement
resulting in extinction (liquidation)

Open companies based on nourishment and cooperation

enhance communication
have increasing achievement
resulting in prosperity

Global Leadership gives you the opportunity to apply this wisdom
to the super-groups of humanity and life to achieve more
prosperity through cooperation and nourishment

What do you think, is nourishing the
answer to your problems?

• Is nourishing the answer
 to your family's problems?

• Is nourishing the answer
 to your commercial problems?

• Is nourishing the answer
 to humanity's problems?

• Is nourishing the answer
 to our environmental problems?
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Try and nourish your own family, to see how it works. Gradually
increase nourishing activity and reduce controlling activity. You
will be surprised how much love and goodwill you receive in
return.

Apply it in your commercial enterprise. If you have the power,
shift activities from controlling people to nourishing people. You
will achieve an increasing amount of long-term benefits and earn
more credibility for your leader position.

Communicate your success to others if you are convinced that it
works

Nourish your body

You have an animal body growing for about 20 years, and an
invisible spirit that grows all your life. Both of those elements
combined make you a human. Each is dependent on the other.
They effect each other to lift you up into wellbeing, or drag you
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down to misery. Your body is separate from all other humans
while your brain activity intermingles with other peoples’ mental
activity within the spirit of humanity. The spirit of humanity can
lift or drag you without your consent.

multiplying from one cell into trillions with increasing
capabilities.

You acknowledge that not only more exists but also take
responsibility for it.

Your animal body, like all animals, needs natural nourishment to
flourish. Observe how animals nourish their body and pick the
most beneficial elements for the nourishment of your own body.
Animals have not been brainwashed by commerce to alter their
nourishing habit to the detriment. Animals in their wild, original
habitat, not polluted by humans, display much less disease then
humans.

You are nourished by life that gets in
touch with your body

Substitute dead substances for your own detriment

Any substance used for food or cleaning should be as close to life
as possible. The longer it has been dead the greater the likelihood
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of harm to your body. Avoid man made products for your
nourishment because of their side effects and get food and
cleaning substances for your body unaltered from nature.
However, our natural living environment gets more and more
destroyed and replaced by “dead” man-made environment,
making it increasingly harder to find nutritious, healthy fresh-
food.

Simple guideline for your food

Commercial or academic hype, either for junk food or 'health'
food will make you really confused. But it is easy to find food
that is beneficial for you:

• Eat newly harvested food that smells good and tastes good as
much as you can

• Eat processed and manipulated food as little as you can

• Add vitamin/mineral supplements if economic reasons make
you eat processed food

The longer ago food has been harvested, and the more
manufacturing processes have destroyed it, the more harmful food
is to you.

Foods are manufactured to lengthen shelf life
and shorten your life

Your instinct guides you to find the right natural fresh food, but it
cannot help you with manufactured food. On the contrary: all
your cravings for manufactured foods are detrimental to your
health
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Westernized supermarket food, far removed from life (long time
dead and thoroughly manipulated) is hazardous and even
poisonous for human consumption. It has a strongly negative
impact on humanity's evolution. Natural organic farming is
attacked by the mentally diseased who endorse mass-produced
dead food. Destroyed food like most things in the western
civilization is the result of systemic violence.

Over decades, cheap mass-produced processed food turns people
into ugly images of the human nature: fat - slow - and incapable
of love – ready for hospitalization. The body degenerates into
something despicable. So, take care that it won’t happen to your
body.

Your body needs activity for nourishment to grow strong.
Exercise enhances your wellbeing; dormancy brings body decay.
Your body thrives especially on those activities that are beneficial
to your environment.

Body wellbeing

• Extraordinary power, sparkling mind
• Feeling energized
• Feeling good
• O.K.
• Feeling dull, worn out
• Headache
• Other body aches
• Minor diseases
• Major diseases & hospitalization
• Chronic illness
• death
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Society makes you smaller than life.

Under pressure of contemporary society

The negative impact of modern society makes you feel weak,
sick and insignificant. Your greatness is pushed down to the
ground.

Things that drain your energy:

Air polluted by humans. Food destroyed by humansiii

Laws enforced with violence. Information twisted by
humans

All those inputs make your body weak. There is nearly no place
on Earth where your body can thrive without those detrimental
inputs. This uses an increased amount of energy for defense and
less energy remains for productive, nourishing and creative tasks.
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If you suffer under your man-made environment speak up against
it. Humans are not meant to suffer. Although silly religious priests
endorse such indirect human suffering. They still believe you
have to suffer on Earth in order to go to heaven. (That’s typical
male dominator fabrications.)

To develop optimum health and full mental capabilities every
human has to grow up within a fair and nourishing global
civilization structure. Squashed health delays our evolution.

Human made activity and wellbeing inhibitors

Nourish your mind

Your spirit, soul or mind is like software that runs on your brain
(hardware). It basically is information that can travel over space
and through time. Your spirit is intrinsically interrelated with your
culture and the spirit of humanity.
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At the intersection of your instinct and the spirit of
humanity your consciousness emerges. The unique
interference pattern yields your distinctive personality

From an info perspective, the human brain is programmed by instinct
from its depth back in the past, and the width by the spirit of humanity
that encircles all human minds.

Your environment sends a never-ending stream of information to
your mind. You select information according to truth or lies,
according to fact or fiction. That incoming information stream
builds up your knowledge and belief system. Truth and facts
nourish your mind; lies and fiction are detrimental to your healthy
spirit. The computer term garbage in - garbage out is also
applicable to the human mind.

Use all sensors that you can utilize: the sensors of your body, your
spiritual sensors and external technical sensors. Focus all sensors
towards the truth, towards firsthand information. Avoid or screen
information that has been processed by humans, as it contains
distortions of the truth towards group-think. Avoid alcohol and
other substances that alter your mind, the true powers of your
spirit come from communication. Avoid religious addiction.
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Once you’re addicted you’re done!
Addiction is submission, submitting
yourself to something that makes you
ignore reality. Don’t go into the
domination - submission situation and
lose out. If society makes you feel
miserable, fight back – but with
nonviolent, humane means. Communicate!
That’s the only way to improve our
human situation. If you resolve
problems with ignorance or violence
you increase evil. Doing that makes
you and your environment suffer more.

Reposition yourself physically and mentally, and change your
perspective. Keep the speed of information that streams into your
mind at a level that feels comfortable to you. Channel some of
your activity into maintaining, improving and enhancing sensors.

Change in focus

Use zooming to more clearly identify benefits or
detriments of activities.

What is it and how to do it?

Zooming is not a natural habit of humans and needs to be
practiced and learned. It was needed neither by animals nor by
historic humans. However, the advance of sensor technology
reveals an increasing number of micro and macro structures that
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need to be included into our more holistic relationship models.
Prehistoric humans could do without zooming. Their world
contained nearly no entities 10,000 times smaller or larger as
themselves.

Early humans constructed the relationship model of their world,
gods and their own bodies from similar sized items. Items they
could recognize with their natural sensory system. Technical
sensor systems nowadays allow people to zoom in and out of
entities and models of about 1,000,000,000,000 times our own
body size resulting in an astonishing increase of entities the world
contains today. Further zooming will reveal even more entities in
future. Discovering their true (not assumed) inter-relationships
will be an immense task for humanity.
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How does the tree  relate to soil - bird - grass - people?
How does the leave  relate to bark - roots - nutrients - heat?
How do the chlorophyll  cells relate to water - solar radiation - DNA -
pressure?
How does carbon  relate to electromagnetic waves - oxygen - nitrogen -
gravity?
How does the forest  relate to savanna - streams - rain - animals -
mountains?
How does vegetation  relate to land - oceans - weather - fauna?
How does biomass  relate to tectonic plates - air - temperature - ice
age?
How does Earth  relate to the other planets - solar energy - moon -
galactic radiation?
How does the solar system  relate to biomass - vacuum - hydrogen -
gravity?
How do carbon atoms and galaxies  relate to each other?

These are some of the questions if you are looking at a tree.

• 10 years ago people were not very familiar to interact with
atoms

• 100 years ago they were not very familiar with molecular
interactions

• 1000 years ago - cell interactions

• 10000 years - body-organ interactions
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To observe and document

Humans send probes into cells and molecules, and smash atoms to
observe microscopic entities; they send probes around the earth
and solar system, to get an increasingly better view of the
universe; widening our picture of reality.

Humans use most of their time to interact with materials close to
their own size. Usually you don’t interact with entities 10000
times larger or smaller as yourself, or time entities 100000 times
larger or smaller than a day, which are difficult to observe for
human body sensors. However, you have to widen your horizon
and include new out of scale discoveries within your holistic
picture of our world.

Your IQ

You are more intelligent with your low measured IQ of 60 if you
communicate peace and actively benefit humanity than a 'genius'
with a measured IQ of 180 who specializes in producing nuclear
weapons or who specializes in producing millions of brain-
washed followers.

IQ tests show your proficiency in linear communication only,
your mastery of manipulating words and numbers in string form
depicted on a sheet of paper.

Throughout recent history, mainly high IQ people have been
selected for high office. Is there a correlation between the high IQ
of administrators and the increasing destruction in our world?

Would the world be in a better shape if we had selected low IQ
people into high office?

Or should leaders be selected according to their nourishing IQ
instead of strategic IQ?
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If you feel bad even though you nourish your body and mind, the
environment is suffering and transmits this information to you.
You can shield yourself from that by narrowing or shutting down
your receiver system. Decreasing your sensitivity protects your
personal integrity.

That happens increasingly in cities around the world. People
becoming more and more insensitive, so far, as to block out
sensitivity to life completely, not hesitating to give certain life
forms harsh treatment.

Love is a combination of body and mind nourishment. It is the
opposite of violence. Violence makes you feel bad and separates,
love makes you feel good and unites. You receive most
nourishment from a physical and spiritual combination of love.
Receiving spiritual love from many humans is likewise very
nourishing. Physical love only, (sex) is the least nourishing
nowadays. It is rarely unconditional because it has been heavily
commercialized by the sex industry. More people try to ‘buy’ love
because less love is freely available in an increasing violent
society, while others have to ‘sell’ love to survive in our
civilization of inequality. But whatever is bought and sold there,
it’s definitely not love.

Love between male and female should tie the family together
until the kids leave their parents to build their own family. Love is
the essential glue that keeps families together, even when external
forces try to brake it up. Other forces that try to hold families
together are cultural customs, economic situation, peer pressure,
religious directions, parental opinion etc. Or, by the perception of
the partner as: winner, rich, beautiful, clever, most suitable. If a
relationship is based on those aspects without ‘real’ or true love
the relationship inevitably deteriorates and breaks down.
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Because intact family relationships are important for the
nourishment of descendants, the strength of love needs to be
determined before marriage. The stronger this force the longer the
bond lasts between people. But how do you determine the
strength of this attraction?  Science has a problem to measure this
force because it doesn’t show up on their instruments. For them,
basically it doesn’t exist, or it’s not worthy research. So we left
with human intuition and experience with love, to explain the
strength of love.

You thrive in a loving environment. Many people that have grown
up in a violent environment feel amazed and overwhelmed when
they experience real love. Unconditional love makes you feel
connected and opens your body's sensors wider than usual. This
can make you an easy victim of aggressive forces. To guard
against that, men have been historically conditioned by society to
reduce their love in favor of violence.

The less love you get the more you feel disconnected from life.
Love and life-connectivity are very much related and
interdependent. A strong connection to life sets much love in
yourself free, ready to dispose to other living beings.

Malnourished humans carry their
immature attitudes of selfishness far
into old age while well nourished
humans become mature, reliable
citizens early in life
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The environment around us

You are surrounded by large and small entities that are all
interrelated

* life  is a subset of the universe
* humanity  is a subset of life
* you  are a subset of humanity
* your cells  are a subset of you
* molecules  are a subset of your cells
* atoms  are subsets of molecules
* force fields  position all entities naturally in space and time

Your intelligence lets you reposition entities artificially in space and time

You are the center of the universe
from your point of view. Everything
that is external to your body is your
environment. The activity of your body
modifies your environment on a daily
basis.

 Earth, under the influence of our solar system, is a myriad of
interrelated fuzzy systems. Categorizing those systems to make
them comprehensible to all humans is of foremost importance. So
far, disconnected model building, to explain our environment,
resulted in considerable confusion amongst humans.

As humans, we are only the products, the end result of this
environment. The planet has made us in such a way that we thrive
best in this original environment. If we damage it, it will have
adverse effects on us. The original, natural environment is like
your best friend. If you harm your best friend, she might not be
your friend anymore and you will feel bad.
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Survival of the fittest means, to adapt to the environment in an
intelligent way - not in a dominating, destructive way, trying to
make the environment adapt. It does not mean the strongest and
fittest survives but those who have an understanding of
themselves and their circumstances to such an extend, that they
can fit themselves perfectly into their environment enhancing
themselves and their environment at the same time. The
disconnected ones that have lost the understanding of their
environment act usually irrational and destructive. Resulting in
their removal because the greater system can exist better without
them. There is no such thing that is separate on this planet
because everything is interrelated. Any group that believes in
their separateness does great harm to this planet. Institutions and
people who are so specialized that they cannot relate their specific
expertise to Earth and life anymore communicate their unrelated
opinions disconnected from reality. The strong self repair function
of life will overcome self-deceptive and self-destructive activities
eventually, and a peaceful global population will gradually
swallow the harmful western civilization.

Males have achieved the complete domination of Earth during the
last centuries. It is time to call them back. If we continue with
increased domination we only engage in useless destruction.
Females are needed now to nourish this planet to higher levels of
wellbeing and lead humanity to the next step of evolution.

Overpopulation

Where is the limit? 10 billion? 25 billion?

Overpopulation can't be expressed in numbers! Lets assume there
are only five people in the world, in each continent one. They are
divided, can see only their continent and can't get a clear picture
of the world. Their activity is guided by destruction. And their
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habit is to fire nuclear warheads at each other. They have to
convince the enemy that they are right and the enemy is wrong.

One thinks, the world has to be ruled by
politicians, because people are utterly stupid
and can't rule themselves.

The other believes Earth has to be ruled by
nature, because nature is more important than
humans are.

The third promotes the rule by god because we
should all go to heaven.

The fourth wants the rule by technology,
because technology will solve all future
problems.

And the last believes in money and greed,
because without money you are a "nothing"
and greed achieves the quickest progress.

So, each of the five is determined to rule the lives of others
according to their own belief by all means. Each of them feels that
there is overpopulation, and four must die off to avoid the
complete destruction of the world.

On the other side, we have a planet with 100 billion. They are
intelligent, and orient themselves on reality - not on beliefs. Their
activity is guided by nourishment. They love their environment
and their fellow humans and solve problems with the combined
intelligence of humanity not with weapons. They have a loving
attitude towards all life. They create advanced, nourishing
technology to maintain the wellbeing of humanity and the
wellbeing of the environment easily. Instead of gigantic weapons,
they have gigantic drifting cities on oceans. And each of them
feels, there is not one too many.
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Today we are somehow in between of those two hypothetical
societies. And each of us has the freedom of choice to move either
in the one or other direction. In the direction of narrow-minded
domination submission relationships, or, freedom and equality for
all. If we want to resolve the overpopulation 'problem' we have to
be guided by one principle:

BE ACTIVE AND NOT DESTRUCTIVE

Overpopulation doesn’t depend on math = numbers = 6 billion per
world. It depends on feelings. On the feeling of wellbeing. How
we relate to each other and our environment to feel well.

If we feel disconnected from the whole, hunted down by
institutions in a competitive world of hundred million, we believe
that there are too many people reducing our wellbeing.

If we feel loved in a cooperative world of hundred billion we are
completely unaware of overpopulation problems.

Humans have been on the planet for hundreds of
millennia. Only since a few centuries, humanity grows
extremely well. Why are humans multiplying like never
before in history? What is happening with humanity?
What is life doing to us? What is life expecting from
humanity? Is there a deeper reason, a particular
destiny for humanity? A destiny we haven't realized
yet?
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Rainforests are sucked mysteriously into ballooning banks

It is possible to explain the relationship between the
disappearance of rainforests and growing bank profits:

Those experts of wealth extraction at the top would be able to
explain it better, but they are preoccupied to:
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The greatest environmental threat
 comes from organized, legalized destruction of life

 not from human population numbers

Humanity has too many activities that
have a negative impact on life and not
enough activities to grow and nourish
life. Present technology is very life
destructing. Our society, based on
destructive technology, is a strong
barrier to the natural growth of life
on Earth.

Technology has been wrongly incorporated
into the web of greed  -  now it needs to be
wisely integrated into the web of life

For more than a million years humans have been preoccupied
with decimating life. Their most important discovery to destroy
life was fire. It was more powerful than any other tool invented by
prehistoric humans. In dry conditions, it could lay bare large
stretches of naked earth. Three-dimensional vegetation (trees)
could be turned into two-dimensional grass - most suitable for
human repositioning. Slash and burn to grow crops and fire
hunting supported larger populations with food and decimated
predator animals. The dry climate and human expansion replaced
grass and crops by deserts that grew in size and became more
arid. The cradle of Homo Sapiens devolved into the largest desert
on Earth.

Groups of humans could not thrive on barenaked ground.
Deprived of nourishment they were unable to maintain their
wellbeing. Food, love and information became more deficient.
Mass-produced grains replaced diverse fresh food. Love declined
and gave way to greed because of competition for resources. The
highly versatile information content of a 3dimensional living
environment, showing complex interactivities, was replaced by a
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stale information flow from the dead desert, showing only
interactivity between humans and their creations. Soon
individuals developed hallucinations. Overheating, malnourished
brains in a desert environment maintained their beliefs in prophets
who were schizophrenic enough to communicate with nonexistent
entities. Under pressure of a hostile environment, which had been
destroyed by their forefathers, they drifted into imagination away
from a harsh reality. Ritualistic population control measures
through genital mutilation in infants started a vicious cycle of
aggression. Systematically damaged humans required an
increasing amount of violence to survive in a coercive
hierarchical structure. This violent paternalistic structure was no
match for outsiders who were easily driven into submission.

The mental disease moved faster than the environmental
destruction to the north, spread by zealous missionaries. Nordic
tribes and natives have been over-rolled by hallucinating
civilizations. It made Nordic people so dizzy in their heads that
they even burnt their women on stakes. Cultures were hunting
each other down because they had to fight each other's
hallucinations. This violence left not much time to care for Earth.
Instead of making life grow, people made insanity grow. Not
surprisingly, today's most powerful institutions grew out of this
stock of mental cases because the expertise with violence
established their status of power. Like in ancient times, the mental
disease still brings prosperity to the rulers of civilizations at the
cost of the population and nature. The mental disease, which grew
the Sahara and other deserts, has spread, and is now on collision
course with the whole planet.

Because of compounded, misguided human
impact, Earth has presently a carrying
capacity of less than a billion people
in a humane way. The global
mismanagement punishes the excess
population into subsistence.
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Today we realize that the foundation of evil is physical and
mental malnourishment, which is predominantly caused by
microclimate degradation. We know that ruined environments
produce physical and mental deficiencies in humans. However,
our insane high priests continue their destructive way with
'business as usual'. If a whole society is forced into hallucinations,
from the cradle to the grave, mentally damaged humans will
continue with devastation on our planet. This disease that affects
civilizations is a considerable obstacle for humanity’s wellbeing
and evolution.

How do you know if you are infected with the mental
disease?

1. You endorse and apply censorship knowingly and
unknowingly

2. You use some form of violence to make others believe you are
right.

3. You teach people your ‘facts’ instead of teaching them how to
find facts for themselves.

4. You worship a human mental construct, like a god, invisible
hand or other sort of deity. You may believe your deity …
…is more important than your environment
…explains your existence
…makes you immortal
…helps you to escape harsh reality

5. You twist the truth to explain your mental disease as ‘normal’

6. You belittle, degrade or destroy all things natural
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7. You hide your body behind clothes and believe humans
without clothes are bad or inferior

8. You rigorously censor images of natural humans not hiding
behind clothes who show their reproductive activity

9. You vote for a government that needs weapons to prove itself
against those who think different.

10. You need a pecking order to find your appropriate place in the
universe

Those who feel uncomfortable looking at humans without clothes
most likely suffer from a mental disease. That’s those who are
most likely to ‘protect’ others from the truth. Hiding behind
clothes was one of the first forms of censorship, censoring body
language.

Who will win the people or the BBBB complex?

The people want more freedom, a true
democracy and a good relationship with
their environment.

BBBB wants more money slaves who can
work hard to increase the gap between
the rich and the poor.

Will the powerful disconnected nuts in
the end destroy this planet to satisfy
their immense greed?

Or can people remove all destructive
entities from humanity in time?

BBBB = Big Business &

Ballooning Bureaucracy
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Natural Law

Western Civilization Law Function
Our legal system is the fist layer of protection for the Wealth Extraction
Machinery. Weapons are the second layer to make sure the Wealth
Balloon grows in safety.
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Our existing law can be traced back to the 'Hunters and
Collectors' age. It makes sure you can grab whatever is not legally
protected and defend it against other humans. Obviously, such
laws can be applied to tribes but not to our global civilization.
Even early civilizations disintegrated because law was mainly
applied for wealth extraction purposes. To apply such laws to our
global civilization would be obviously stupid. Nevertheless,
disconnected humans ignore natural laws; they rather orient
themselves on man made laws, or ‘god given’ laws that are rooted
in hallucinations.

A natural law is given by nature - our environment. Humans
cannot alter it. Like:

• You cannot turn back time

• You cannot prevent the universe from changing

• Gravity pulls on all matter

• Love is an attractive force

• Evil forces are destructive

No matter how much humans strife to defeat such laws they never
succeed. Basing society on natural, universal laws gives
unprecedented stability to humanity. Basing society on prophet,
ruler and economist quirks and squeaks gives humans the
problems they deserve for such foolishness.

 Legal experts who are based on belief systems have been trained
to perpetuate injustice and to turn wrong into right to win a case
or cause. Legal trickery is more important than maintaining
contemporary civilizations with ultimate justice. Ultimate justice,
founded on global wellbeing increase and equality, is never fully
considered in today’s legal system.
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The evil forces of violence are on both ends of the law.
Dominators create laws to their advantage

violators disagree with that.
Dominators

know that
violators can see

through their
game of

deception. So,
the violators

have to be
suppressed with

structural
violence using

the arm of
justice.

Violators
realize that
they are forced
into a system
where they
don’t advance
the wellbeing of
all. So, they
have to help
themselves or
stand up and
fight for real
justice.

Good people get squashed in the
middle of a stupid system that solves
society conflicts with violence. A new
system has to be established by the
peaceful majority to eliminate violent
extremists on both ends of the law.

Today the legal system of every country is based on something
like freedom, justice, human rights, religious beliefs, etc. that are
different from nation to nation. The founders of the respective
countries have implemented those different systems to achieve the
best possible living together of their citizens at the time.

But until now, all those systems allow the legitimate use of
physical violence between nations and structural violence within
nations and therefore are not suitable for humanity. To develop a
peaceful coexistence we need to remove the origin of violence,
which is our obsolete political/social system. We can not build
united mankind on top of the existing political forces that polarize
the world. It would be the same as building a high-rise on top of a
family home. The two are not compatible. We need different
foundations.
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The base or foundation of our civilization must have rules that
ensure nonviolence and cooperation between all human beings.
Our global legal system has to be based on values that are first,
acceptable by all people and second, support and ensure the
peaceful coexistence of all individuals and groups. Those rules
must be effective, easy understandable, convincing to the majority
and reflect the truth.

Those rules can be derived from
universal laws of the five larger
elemental entities as seen from your
perspective:

universe - life - fauna - humanity - you

1st law of the universe:

Look at the stars above, look to the environment that surrounds
you, look towards your body, look into your mind, and you will
find one common thing: Change.

1st law of life:

You observe that the law of change governs the billion-year-old
entity of life. You observe that life grows.
Life combines energy and matter with reproductive information to grow
and evolve.
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1st law of fauna:

You observe that fauna is governed by change and growth. You
also observe that fauna is nourishing & repositioning.
Fauna processes and stores information to accomplish its task.

1st law of humanity:

You observe that humanity is governed by change, growth,
nourishment and repositioning, you also observe that humanity
rearranges its environment.
Humanity uses external information storage, transmission and
processing devices to communicate activity patterns across time and
space

Your 1st law:

You observe that you are governed by change, growth,
nourishment & repositioning, and an ability to rearrange your
environment. You also observe that you rearrange your
environment and information creative or destructive.

* Creative:

Increasing global wellbeing (using true information)

* Destructive:

Decreasing global wellbeing (using false information)

You can not deny the universe to change, life to grow, fauna to
move and nourish, humanity to rearrange its environment.
However, you can and must deny rearranging your environment
in a destructive way and deliberately falsify information.
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Rearranging the environment in such a way that you or your
group gains at the loss of outsiders may create benefits for you,
but is destructive for those outsiders who have to suffer under an
unjust resource removal.

You are part of the universe that
always changes. You are part of life
naturally growing and multiplying. You
are part of fauna that positions and
nourishes itself and consciously
communicates. You are part of humanity
rearranging the environment and
reality.

You change because you are an
intrinsic part of a continually
changing universe.

You grow because you are an essential
part of a growing and multiplying life
form on this planet.

You frequently reposition yourself,
communicate, receive nourishment from
your parents and nourish your
offspring because you are a
fundamental part of a repositioning
and nourishing fauna that consciously
communicates.

You rearrange your environment to
increase your wellbeing because
humanity has the capability to
increase its wellbeing by influencing
the microclimate and rearranging
materials around humans.
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Derived from such basic easy observable laws, the two most
important rules to carry humanity peacefully trough the next
centuries are:

DO  GOOD

1. Make sure that people’s wellbeing now and in future is
increased from the consequences of your activity.

- Act in a nourishing not destructive manner
- Be an asset, not a liability to the global population, our planet and

your descendants
- Impact beneficial never detrimental on life
All human activities need to be analyzed. Those that decrease the
feeling of wellbeing have to be discontinued so that beneficial activities
can fill the void.

DON’T  DOMINATE

2. Make sure you don’t force your opinion on other people

- Do not use violence or coercion to convince people
- Analyze your own group-think and its harm to others
Enforced mass programming of human brains by violence, coercion,
and brainwash creates a helpless narrow-minded society. Diversity of
opinion is the foundation for a healthy spirit of humanity.

Such a 'soft law' system has less rigid guidelines and punishment
as the existing one today. It reflects the truth of the present reality.
It prevents outdated beliefs and structural violence. Instead of
today’s military systems, it only requires a mixed international
police force at the beginning, as a control mechanism to protect
humans from violence. Police activity will change from control
via education to nourishment over time.
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How is conflict resolution achieved with those two laws?

First, there is conflict prevention. You guide your activities by
those laws to avoid conflicts. If you feel your activity could cause
conflicts, you consult people around you to get their opinion.
Communicate with as many people as necessary to establish the
benefits of your activity.

In case a conflict has arisen, you and your opponent consult
people around you to get their opinion to modify your activity in
relation to each other. More people need to be involved if the
conflict cannot be solved. In the most difficult cases, the world
population will decide on a conflict resolution that will be
binding. Solutions should not reduce the wellbeing of the
disputants and the world.

Most quarrels amongst humans arise out of their opinion about an
entity that exists or does not exist at a particular place. They
easily disagree if an entity is supposed to be or if an entity is not
supposed to be at a particular locality at a certain time.

In many instances, physical or structural violence is applied to
settle those cases. However, this does not change the underlying
opinion where the entity belongs. If those underlying opinions are
not changed new disputes and quarrels will arise.

Nonviolent conflict resolution based on natural laws focuses on
those underlying opinions to achieve long term settlement of
dispute, not on primitive revenge rituals that are carried within the
spoken or unspoken law of a particular society.

Obeying natural laws creates
interdependency between human and
planetary activities resulting in an
increase in global wellbeing.
Obscuring them with man made laws
results in war and misery.
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HUMAN RIGHTS

All of you people on this planet should know about your real
human rights, not only those that governments have imposed on
you.

What rights and duties should humans have?

Human rights should allow no negative impact on your natural
state: change, growth, nourishment, repositioning, rearranging.
Those fundamental human rights should never be taken, reduced,
or diminished by people or institutions

Right to activity

* change - universal reformation of matter, energy and info

* grow & reproduce - physically, mentally

* nourishment – get/give love, food, information

* repositioning - free movement everywhere

* rearrange - reorganize the environment to benefit the whole

* communicate - free unrestricted information-flow from all
entities, interactive communication with all humans is necessary
to assure all the above.

Duty to protect

• Let life grow, do not harm or cut it down unnecessary.
Harvest life only for human consumption - don't prevent its
growth. Cure the historic human obsession that decimates and
eradicates life.
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• Let animals free and let them nourish themselves so they can
advance to their next step of evolution - don't prevent their
repositioning. Collect fauna from its natural environment for
human needs.

• Let humans rearrange and communicate - don't turn them into
money-slaves to do redundant, destructive jobs that increase
waste - give them more time for nourishing activities. Protect
human dignity by assuring equality.

In addition to human rights we have to
consider the rights of the living
entity on this planet and the rights
of Earth itself to assure our
wellbeing.

It is the first time in billions of years that Earth is cut into pieces
by political fanatics. Earth has no natural borders; people, living
entities and tectonic plates have been moving around this planet
for millions of years. Since a few centuries human repositioning
freedom has been taken away by governments, creating famine,
poverty, suppression, like never before in human history because
people are not allowed to escape the tyranny of nature, violent
rulers and punishing economy. For people to reposition
themselves is the most basic animalistic-human right.
Governments are in gross violation of this fundamental right. It is
one of the reasons why governments will be dismantled because
they insist on preventing human repositioning.

If you think about it, you will realize that the borders
governments made are only necessary to play their military or
trade war-games, (maiming populations for the enjoyment of
megalomaniacs).

Most citizens want an unarmed humanity
but mentally diseased bureaucrats
insist on violence.
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Institutions driven by doctrines go to great lengths to crush large
numbers of humans to advance their belief system by force. In
that regard, it is necessary to protect individual humans from the
onslaught of malicious institutions, organizations, corporations,
etc. Humans should have the right to immediately dismantle
institutions that foster dominance by coercive and violent means;
institutions with unhealthy group-think. During the
deconstruction of the institutional framework humans have to be
treated with dignity. All humans within the dismantled institution
should fall into the safety net provided by humanity.

Same like the domesticated animal has no choice in what
barnyard to stay or how to design it, modern day money slaves
and scrap humans cannot decide in what nation to stay nor how to
redesign institutions and their own rights. Human rights were
created by governments to defend and maintain the western
civilization framework. Therefore, they are basically invalid
because the global population was not involved with their
creation. To make them valid all people have to design and
regularly update them.

Human rights can only be made by humans and not by
institutions. They need to evolve and adapt to humanity's future
civilization and cannot be written in stone like religious
commandments.

It is of outmost importance
that true human rights are
established soon to guide
humanity.
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Proposed human rights and responsibilities to be continually
updated by voting of all humans.

You have the right

1. to take part in the leadership of our planet

2. to own this planet and its natural resources in co-
ownership with all humans

3. to receive the proceeds from this ownership

4. to communicate your opinion to all humans

5. to reject subordination attempts from any human or
organization

6. to move around and dwell on this planet freely,
without any restrictions

7. to analyze and mediate disputes between humans

8. to take part in the creation and maintenance of
infrastructure that assures your and other humans’
wellbeing

Your duties

1. take responsibility for Earth and its inhabitants

2. make sure all your activities benefit your environment,
yourself and life's descendants

3. never coerce or force humans to follow your opinion
or belief system

4. cooperate with other humans to modify detrimental
civilization structures

5. be guided by majority decisions
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Where is the Right Way?

• More and more people realize our scouts leading us the
wrong way

• Governments have threatened mankind many times with
their huge arsenal of weapons

• We think, it is NOT the right way to intimidate the
citizens of this world. - How do you feel, if someone
points a gun at your head?

• Governments are still legalized to kill 'enemies' (a person
just like you and me), leading us to a way of violence

• Governments have never been able to control war in
history because they are the reason for this destruction

• National governments neither benefit humanity nor our
environment, and can not sufficiently explain their
existence anymore

• The people are right! - Our scouts do lead us the wrong
way

• Now all world citizens have to help each other to find the
right way again

It is obvious that violence is not the right way for governments.
The other wrong way is to increase the wealth imbalance by
commercial entities and governments alike. In this regard,
ownership needs to be addressed.

Because the surface area of this planet is finite, dissecting the land
into individually owned pieces and defending those stakes against
other humans is inefficient and not feasible over the long run. The
clashes arising out of such a strategy reduce the overall efficiency
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of humanity. To avoid such clashes every human has to take full
ownership of Earth's surface and its natural resources in co-
ownership with all humans.iv That means, it is made public
property.

The transfer of ownership has to proceed gradually. Individuals
whose property has been declared public should have two options:

Retain this property throughout their lifetime or get the current
market value reimbursed from humanity and lease it
subsequently. Property declared public can not be passed on to
heirs.

Humanity as the owner of the planet consisting of land, air, water,
and all natural resources will lease surface area (land or water) to
individuals, groups and commercial entities. All natural resources
will be made available for sale. The proceeds from that shall
benefit all humans equally.

Just because a minority of humans was so clever to invent a bogus
economic/monetary system that allows them to siphon those
proceeds off the globe doesn’t mean they are right, nor should we
financially worship them forever.

Things created by humans can be owned and traded by
individuals, groups and commercial entities. The land, the air, the
sea, and this planet have not been created by humans and can not
be owned by individuals or institutions - ownership and
responsibility lies with humanity e.g. the global population.

The human whose ancestor grabbed a big piece of earth's surface
and natural resources has no more right to ownership than you. To
defend such a natural resource with weapons is neither fair nor
just within our emerging global civilization. No person, race or
nation on this planet has more right to live at a particular place
than any other human.
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Global Civilization Model

Humanity, as an entity, needs to be able to make decisions in its
own interest, not only to survive, but to prosper. Those decisions
must be able to override decisions made by sub-groups of
humanity e.g. religious, national, commercial groups. Humanity
must have the guiding power to prevent detrimental, selfish sub-
group activity. This power will come from the global population.

Most people are unaware of the present civilization structure.
Many problems of human society are related to this unawareness.

Global Leadership not only gives people civilization structure
awareness, but also the opportunity to interactively design those
structures. New civilization guiding structures will be alive and
responsive to global human needs. Opinions quickly translate into
activity changes. Quite unlike the dead structures of today's
political, commercial and religious systems, where common
people have no design influence.

We do not deserve unresponsive structures
that lag behind society advances by years

 decades or even centuries. v

Here is an overview of the model (GLO-CI-MO) and its
relationship to the global population and all organized human
activities.
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Personal opinions modify the GLO-CI-MO. in return
the GLO-CI-MO modifies human activities.

What is the GLO-CI-MO?

The GLObal CIvilization MOdel guides human activities. The
population decides which activities are desirable or undesirable. It
consists of individual opinions on human activities and how to
guide and control those activities. It creates a consensus on [1]
what activities are beneficial to Earth and its inhabitants [2] what
activities are harmful and should be avoided. It will be used to
create, modify and maintain physical and mental infrastructures of
humanity globally.
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Because of the repercussions human activities have on other
humans and Earth, people need to centralize authority on all
human activities, encouraging those activities that increase
wellbeing and preventing undesirable activities that cause harm.
GLO-CI-MO's locus of authority is the consenting majority of
humans who decide on general and specific issues, utilizing the
processing power of all human brains.

GLO-CI-MO prevents the abuse when authority is given to few
individuals who have to represent the majority of humans, as
practiced today. It’s the combined opinion of all of us that will
direct and guide human activities, not a particular person or
minority-group of dominators.

Institutions display their own will or ego (survival drive) that’s
often stronger as an individual humans’ drive which makes them
influence public policies and human activities for their own
benefit. This fosters group-think and harmful activities within
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humanity. Inside of GLO-CI-MO only people take part in
decision making not institutions. Institutions will be changed
from acting as dominators over people, to be used as tools by the
population for the advantage of all people.

Peoples’ info storage in their brain
is updated every split-second.
Institution structures are rarely
updated. People in institutions cannot
go against obsolete institution
directives if their more advanced
brain tells them to. That is why
institutions drag humanity into the
past. Society could be more advanced
if it would not follow outdated
institution demands. Doctrines do
coordinate human activities but with a
heavy price to pay.

The actual form GLO-CI-MO takes has to be established by you
in cooperation with all mature humans. Its base will be the
Internet because there is no other means of interactive mass-
communication to achieve a near real-time response system. It
will probably run on public servers maintained by the Federation
of Global Municipalities.
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Voting / polling system

System to determine the status of:
* GLO-CI-MO

* global population
* Earth

Leaders and citizens observe the impact of the global
population on Earth on a daily basis.

This voting system is part of a global Internet democracy. The
crucial element is the Opinion Poll Website of each citizen at the
base of GLO-CI-MO. It consists of two sections: [1] the personal
opinions with the personal data record and [2] the polls section.
Both parts can be modified by the owner and viewed by the
public. All citizens use the same poll form that consists of many
questions. Owners can modify the answers any time. Therefore, it
is a live poll not a dead poll where the citizen gives an opinion
once and cannot back out anymore. GLO-CI-MO periodically
spiders and statistically evaluates all poll sites so that everyone
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can look at up-to-date results. Even better would be if each citizen
has its own spider to double-check and receive the most current
average-opinion.

Leaders who administer the GLO-CI-MO determine
the poll questions and all citizens decide on putting
new questions or removing questions

This system is in a constant flux, evolving continually - it is not
hampered by rigidity like our present system that cannot keep up
with the speedy evolution of technology.

Leaders act only as facilitators to
enable the self-determination of the
population, not to lead followers

Administrators know that:

We can do it!
We can change humanity via communication - violence
We can keep humanity steady with indoctrination, group-think
We can advance humanity with love and understanding
We can retard humanity with violence and domination
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Global Leadership Tasks

The central task is to coordinate and
tune global human activities to
enhance wellbeing for humanity, life
and planet Earth

Necessary steps to accomplish the central task:

Promote new leadership while GL is in its infancy

Remove all weapons

Nourish humans to become leaders

Build and maintain the Global Civilization Model.
Statistically evaluate human opinion, develop algorithms
and networks to distribute human opinion and make it
globally accessible. All activities and tasks are derived
from this model.

Globally connect and coordinate existing local/municipal
administration bodies
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Resolve humanity's critical issues:

As yet, humanity has no valid administration .
The increasing wealth imbalance  causes wars
and violent activities. Humanity's negative
impact on its base  undermines its own
evolution.

Enhance communication infrastructure

Enable communication between all humans any time

Expand sensor systems for large and minute entities

Create a second monetary system independent from
commerce and banks

Define a sphere for the commercial subsystem and reduce
its destructive activity

Perform clean up, remove pollution

Project regenerate Earth: reforestation, general life
enhancing activities. Quantity of life (living biomass)
measurement
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Project life transmitter: turn Earth into a life transmitter,
enhance the natural tendency of intelligent life to spill
over into the universe

Other infrastructure projects to improve coordination of
activities

Maintain public registers: records of all humans and
organizations; records of all global assets and entities;
records of all activities; information feedback into the
GLOCIMO

We can do it if we all work
together.

We cannot do it if we follow
old rituals and let ourselves
being coerced into opposing
each other
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Perpetual Activity on our Planet

Earth-equilibrium
resulting from
billion years of
evolution

destructive human
activities distort the
natural balance on
this planet

It is necessary to focus on the facts of the
Whole Earth System consisting of the planet,
the biomass and humanity.

The activities of water, air, crust, mantle,
and core of Earth, held in its global form by
gravity, are modified by activities of the
biomass driven by the sun's energy.

This natural balance is upset by humanity's
activities, madly pushed by socioeconomic
belief systems. Destructive human activities
grow terrible silicon blisters on Earth's
beautiful emerald surface. Earth has a disease
and is screaming in pain. Can you hear her
outcry?
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Activity and communication are the two major elements of our
global civilization. They are interrelated and go hand in hand. If
human activities are properly guided to integrate themselves into
planetary activities, they are beneficial for Earth and affect our
own wellbeing positively now and in future.

Total human activity has been growing considerably during the last
century because of leaps in technology that use more tools and energy.
Soon it will rival planetary activities. Therefore, all humans need to
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become responsible for humanity's activity to prevent permanent
damage to Earth.

Human activity

Food  allows us to be active,
information  controls our
activity, and love  integrates
our activity wisely into the web
of other humans' and Earth's
activities

Average human activity under:

old governments civilization                    new leadership civilization
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Evolution of human activity drivers
In the past  personal
activity, commerce
and infrastructure
activities were driven
mainly by organized
ruler violence.
Global
communication was
virtually non-
existent.
Now  business with a
systematic greed
system exerts the
greatest impact on
human activities.
Excellent global
communication
exists between
organizations.
In future  activities
will be guided by
intelligent decision
making of citizens
based on excellent
communication
between all people.

Moving from greed driven to need driven economy

The existing corporations can be driven by capitalistic rule or
population rule. Both have the capacity to direct activities within
corporations. And both have the desire to do so. Capitalists for
greed reasons, the population for need reasons. A greed driven
economy is not able to supply the nourishing quality to protect the
integrity of life on Earth, making the shift to a more sensitive and
intelligent need driven economy inevitable.
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It is clear to an increasing number of humans today that society's
activities have more negative than positive outcomes.

Natural Evolution Conscious Evolution

There is a need to relinquish negative and redundant activities geared
towards defense, control, punishment and artificial job-creation; all
those activities divert energy away from nourishing the whole planetary
system.

Activity guidance and coordination

1. Priests created gods

2. Rulers created nations

3. Capitalists created the Invisible Hand

4. Citizens create Global Leadership
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Guiding and coordinating:

1. Inter-personal and family behavior

2. National structure and stability

3. Global economic behavior

4. Global activity

Who guides human activities?

Individuals controlled their activities when humans emerged on
this planet but civilizations deny humans the right to control their
own activity. High priests made gods and laws to coordinate
people's activities within civilizations to increase the wellbeing
for themselves and maintain the wellbeing of the population. The
invention of gods was an important step to influence activities in
civilizations to create and maintain a wealth elite and resulted in a
growing wealth imbalance.

Even now, human activities are more controlled by gods,
governments and capitalists than by citizens. All activity
programs of the world are still running according to
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institutionalized economic greed instructions. GL wants
individuals in control instead of those institutions. Individuals can
swiftly adapt activities to their needs or to their environment,
while selfish institutions have large time-delays to implement
activity changes. Much of their reluctance to change is based on
group-think, which makes their growth and existence more
important then benefiting the world. Institutions never even
consider the detriments for humanity when they violently defend
their own existence or status quo.

Presently economists worship the Invisible Hand as a guide for
activities on this planet. This guidance is good for corporations,
bad for government and disastrous for individuals and Earth.vi For
the Invisible Hand, individuals and Earth are just resources to be
either utilized or dumped while governments are a burden that
needs to be manipulated.

Once the bolt of greed strikes people, their human values are
destroyed. The funny thing is: most people just struggle to survive
and many work long hours to make money, only few are left with
enough time and energy to care about the wellbeing of the whole
planet. That's how the invisible hand guides us! The guiding
message is clear:

DON'T CARE ABOUT OTHERS - YOU HAVE TO COMPETE!
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As there is no proof that god exists
there is neither proof that the
invisible hand exists. It just has
been fabricated as 'scientific'
evidence by the economic high
priests to strengthen the elite
behind their wealth extraction
machinery.
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Silly Activities

Many human activities cancel each other out because they are not
coordinated: Much activity goes into producing waste. Lots of
activity goes into removing waste. If we reduce activity to
produce waste we need less activity to remove waste, resulting in
surplus capacity. Much activity in modifying food results in
unwell people who need many drugs to combat civilization
poisoning. Promoting natural food instead of commercially
destroyed foods reduces activities in the food manufacturing, drug
and health industry. Other sectors engaged in unnecessary
activities are:

Enacting laws that create crime: resulting in unnecessary crime
prevention and resolution activity

Building weapons that destroy life and facilities made by
humans: resulting in unnecessary manufacture, destruction and
rebuilding activity

Producing cigarettes that cause cancer: resulting in
unnecessary production and health restoring activities

Manufacturing vehicles that are a health and environmental
hazard: resulting in unnecessary pollution and waste production,
health restoring and environment restoring activities

Most activity goes into growing the wealth balloon. And the
bigger this balloon grows the more protection it needs. Activities
channeled into protection and defense has to be withdrawn from
activities to increase wellbeing.

Governments and corporations need to be more often told:

DON’T  ACT  SO  SILLY!
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If humans wouldn't adore so much silly, useless activities our
world and humanity could be much further advanced already

In this context, technology today is mainly designed and used to
dominate and control the dispossessed so that they cannot help
themselves to get their rightful resources and needed
nourishment. Such technology is usually inefficient, wasteful or a
complete waste.

What are you doing today?

Whatever you do is determined through communication.
Received information is processed and shapes your activity.

Communication determines repositioning of body, repositioning
of mind, and rearranging of environment.

What information determines your activity?
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Do your activities benefit this planet, life
and humanity? Or do your activities just
benefit your country, organization and
family, or only yourself?
Which is the largest group that should
benefit from your activities?

“Whatever you do that is based on lies
contains a certain amount of evil”
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Activity, as seen from the perspective of humans, is based on its
components of matter, energy and information. Any entity of
matter or energy carries an information component that indicates
its position within space and time, and displays its identity.

Moving matter with energy or info?

• Info uses internal energy of matter to move it and makes the
system agree and decide to move

• Energy is applied external to move matter and moves the
system without agreement
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* Matter gives appearance

* Energy changes matter

* Communication controls changes

The universe needs matter, energy and info to exist - not time.
Time does not exist in the universe it is a human mental construct
to explain incremental matter, energy and info changes.

Scientists at CERN, Fermilab etc. observe the debris of smashed
atoms, trying to force their truth into reality.

Obviously, the observations make as much sense as driving your
car with high speed against a pole and determining what the car is
made of and how it works, by looking at the components flying
away from the smash.

Present scientists, caught in a destructive society find it normal to
destroy things in order to learn, unaware they are on the wrong
way. At loggerheads with the basic principles of the universe,
they believe that driving the car at faster and faster speeds against
the pole will one day reveal its blueprint.

They are mostly men harboring the blooming mental disease of
male dominance, withdrawing resources from the creative pool
into destructive activities. The conflict between men and particles
is resolved with more violence then intelligence, showing an
ignorant, dominating attitude towards minute entities. Why don’t
they just go to the car factory and ask for the blueprint?

If we explain the universe
by mixing reality and human superstition

we end up baffled by the resulting mystery
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Infrastructure guarantees our wellbeing

Humanity's infrastructure consists of products and services that
cannot be generated by individual people or companies.

The administration needs to coordinate local, national and global
infrastructure that assures movement of material energy and
information. Projects like transportation – energy -
communication - monetary system – assurance of basic human
needs like shelter, food, water and air supply.

It’s governments major objective to create infrastructure for
citizens but that’s severely neglected by them today. Instead of
developing infrastructure they enjoy warmongering, leaving
global infrastructure in shambles.

Microclimate makes you feel good

Clothes and houses enable people to feel comfortable in a wider
range of climatic conditions on Earth. They create a microclimate
around our body that increases our wellbeing. Cars fall in the
category of mobile microclimate stabilizers.

In our natural environment, the tropical rainforest, the climate
supports humans without clothes or houses. However extensive
removal of forests and dispersal of humans around the globe
made microclimate stabilizers essential.

Advance of technology should make us feel increasingly better
within microclimate stabilizers. But today, their design is
subverted to display wealth, power and 'style' or needs to comply
with government regulations instead of maximizing our
wellbeing. Again, we have been led astray by a bad civilization,
rooted in lies, to make us feel worse.
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Life “knows” already how to improve and stabilize the climate.
Life has much more expertise in stabilizing the global climate
then we have. We only need to assist life in increasing the living
biomass on our planet. To revert deserts back to high-density
vegetation. To fill oceans with living creatures. Once the biomass
has grown and perpetuates itself, we need to spend less activity to
create microclimates. The whole planet makes you feel at home
again when life thrives everywhere.

Mass produced housing for less than the cost of a car and
minimum durability in excess of a millennium.

Concrete shells are mass-produced according to engineering
standards.

We know the maximum forces that can occur on Earth's surface
and the new type of housing is quake and twister proof, designed
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to withstand those forces with safety margins. Preferably elevated
to leave more room for vegetation growth underneath. Modules
are available to design and build the interior by yourself
according to your own needs.

It will be a large scale manufacturing plant a crossbreed between
car factory and shipyard strategically located in each continent to
produce those houses. As in car factories, rigorous quality control
assures a highly reliable product. Like most products, once
finished, it is delivered to its destination.

Obviously, such large-scale housing projects cannot be done
under the existing capitalistic market rules because benefits for
the poor are not feasible under a system where even governments
held at ransom by capitalists.

How to finance it otherwise?

It is in the interest of municipalities to provide affordable housing
to the residents of their administration sphere. All municipalities
worldwide agree on supporting each other to issue a new global
currency. The massive goodwill that the Federation of Global
Municipalities creates is more than sufficient to back up this new
currency. The new currency will generate all activities and
resource streams for global infrastructure projects. This new
currency could be created in less than one year if the global
population is exceptionally determined. But it may take much
longer if people are led astray by political and commercial power
brokers. We hope, capitalists won’t force their unwanted financial
rip-off system on the global population forever.

High quality housing for all people
can be accomplished within this
century if people are released from
the chains of capitalism
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Food supply infrastructure

Present food distribution

Emphasis on high quantity and low cost makes people sick

No connection and feedback between producers and consumers. Poor
communication results in stupid system milked by middle men.

(G) --> (M) --> (S) --> consumption

It takes days from harvest to consumption for 'fresh food'

(G) --> (P) --> (S) --> consumption

It takes months or years from harvest to consumption for
processed food
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Natural fresh food distribution

Emphasis on high quality and speed results in healthy people

feedback between producer and consumer: (1) satisfies consumer
needs instead of middle men needs. (2) gives producer info on what
consumers really want, unfiltered by middle men.

1. Consumer selects food from database and via webcam from
producer

2. Order goes to producer and delivery agent

3. Delivery agent harvests food and brings it to consumer within
hours

Delivery agent uses reusable containers to eliminate dumping of
package material

The government or administration needs to supply intelligent
communication infrastructure to make this system feasible. It is
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presently not viable, because it consists of three separate entities
that need to be tied together with a real-time information stream:

* many producers

* Internet database + communication infrastructure

* many delivery agents

connected to consumers

Global financial system

This global infrastructure project is based on public servers,
connected to every telephone and is freely accessible to everyone.
It allows secure, free financial storage and distribution. This
financial infrastructure project will be implemented and
maintained by the global population. As finance and information
are principally the same we see them merge in future and use the
same infrastructure hardware.

The global financial system has been highjacked by banks that
hold people more and more at ransom. Making global payments
without banks is nearly impossible. To get out of this coercive
inefficient banking maze it is necessary to develop a simple
unified global financial system that is highjack proof. This new
financial system needs to be easy accessible by all global citizens.

As well as a transport system (to move people and distribute
goods) is devised to benefit the national and global population; a
financial system should do the same. A financial system is an
infrastructure that needs to be protected from private corporations.
Profiteering banks are a heavy burden for this infrastructure.
Government sellout of infrastructure to private enterprises shows
the seductive power capital has over governments, when they
hand over common property (that belongs to all people), to the
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rich. It clearly shows how greed accumulates not only wealth, but
also increasingly control. The monetary system has to lose its
artificial complexity (that’s no more than a smoke screen,
required by defensive dominators) and made transparent to all
citizens.

Those are some examples of possible
global infrastructure projects.
Existing infrastructure needs to be
thoroughly analyzed and put up for
discussions too. All projects have to
be decided on by the population in
consensus.
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Communication

Communication positions bodies in space and time and is one of the
most essential aspects of the universe.

All entities in the universe have some form of communication
between them; resulting in their interdependency and
constellation.

Entities from the group of life have very diverse communication
systems. Evolution is based on communication; without
interactive communication, there would be no evolution.

Human communication has the purpose to rearrange the
environment for someone's benefit.
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Communication determines the relationship between you and
your environment. Consciously and unconsciously your body
always communicates towards its environment and your sensors
always receive information from your environment. Love and
wisdom opens your sensors; defense, violence and domination
shuts them down. Incoming information changes your activity
resulting in a different position of your body.

Human communication and activities are the two most important
elements of our civilization. Both of them are very much
interrelated. Without communication, everything would break
down to random activity. Our civilization today has still too much
useless random activity because of poor communication between
individuals and groups.

Communication results in mind-formation

Communication is the determining factor for the development and
configuration of your own mental attitude.

Interdependency
of parental
activities,
environmental
forces (social,
natural and
planetary) and
self-
determination
format the mind.
The four of them
are
interdependent
through different
time cycles and
not really clear-
cut separate
entities.
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Most of your brain-wiring (personality development) is done
outside your individual control.

The particular information content of a certain location in the
world has more impact on your personality formation than your
own intentions when you grow up.

At age 10 parents determine mind-formation to 40%, DNA determines
mind-formation by 30% same as the environment. At age 20 self-
determination contributes 5%, DNA 30%, environment 57% and parents
8%. (Those values should be seen as estimates and not as absolutes,
because they differ between people and societies.)
According to self-determination, DNA information, environment and
parents your brain gets semi-hardwired. Synapses form particular
thinking patterns according to the information received from those
entities.

The storage and processing patterns in the human mind can be
viewed as belief, knowledge and instinct, which are
interconnected and interrelated.

The belief system of humans may or may not overlap. Those
things you have not seen or touched and you believe they exist,
but are unimportant for your survival.

The knowledge field is overlapping in all humans but never
identical. The material world around you that you can see, feel
and touch. Anything you know it exists and works, whatever you
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can prove to other humans; things that are important for your
survival.

Person A and person B can not easily
communicate what is outside their
common frame of reference, - outside
their instinct, common knowledge and
common belief area. Beliefs and
knowledge that are not shared between
the two people A and B needs to be
established with interactive
communication and is time consuming.
To be effective, global communication
between all humans has to rely on the
instinct area and the field of common
knowledge that unite all humans.
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All people have a core instinct that is nearly identical in all
humans. This includes basic body maintenance: breath and feed,
fight and flight, reproduction and nourishment of descendants and
needy. All things you do and understand without learning, which
are highly important for your survival on Earth.

Belief is what humans make up from their knowledge and
instinct. The number of belief systems humans are able to create
is unlimited.

We can be absolutely certain that our sensory system is too
inadequate to communicate the total reality of Earth, let alone the
universe. Because of that, we have to use our imagination to fill in
the missing information. Human imagination has created gods,
time, mathematics, political ideologies, the big bang, a monetary
system etc. All of them are human created mind constructs that
are only valid from a particular point of view. Those mental
constructs depend on humanity. If humanity disappears, they
disappear too. However, humanity is not dependent on those mind
constructs. If they disappear, humanity still exists.

Most humans have a problem distinguishing imagination from
reality. People swear that their imagination is real. They go to
great lengths to protect their illusory belief system; subsequently
communicating lies to their audience.

If you participate in GL you train yourself to consciously develop
new belief systems that are better able to guide humans and our
planet than the present outdated beliefs. You create new beliefs
with a smaller feedback loop that are closer to reality. Human
understanding of reality is still in its infancy and evolving. To
understand reality better and act according to this understanding is
the name of the game.
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Knowledge consists of conscious and unconscious imprints of the
environment into the mind. Your knowledge is the recordings that
your brain received from all your sensors throughout your life.
Knowledge properly utilized through parallel processing gives
you intuition. You know intuitively if something complex is right
or wrong, while logic linear processing of a subset of your
knowledge can easily lead you astray.

Instincts connect us to our planetary past. Animals send instinct
into the future to protect their descendants. All humans receive
information from animalistic times via the instinct channel of
communication. The DNA is the carrier of those messages.
Instinct communicates with mainly feelings and some images. It
is the most important guiding system of life. The entity of life
guides you with instinct along your way into the future. It guides
you with the feelings of good and bad. If you feel most of the time
good, you know you walk along the right way. If you feel
sometimes bad, you know you going towards the wrong way.
This message from life is very reliable it never tries to fool you.
Permanent good feelings assure you that you are on the right way.

Communicate your feelings to humans in your environment. If
your positive feelings are reinforced by your environment society
is on the right way. If your negative feelings are reinforced by
your environment society is on the wrong way. When you are
able to consciously communicate with your instinct, you are able
to guide yourself and humanity along the right way towards the
next step of evolution.

Many humans know instinctively that our scouts force us to
follow them along the wrong way into the future but cannot
express exactly why. Modern narrow-minded humans who adhere
to rituals and linear logic can not understand that the oldest
instinct area to guide life into the future evolved into something
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indispensable within humans, so, they disregard it, inevitably
being misled along the wrong way.

Your instinct supplies you with pre-birth information. It's your
ancestors communicating with you through DNA information.
Try channeling to find out how far back in time you can receive
information from. It helps you to interpret today’s reality under
the guidance of your instinct.

channeling output (parallel)
connects different layers of
consciousness

normal output (linear)
logic based on a subset of data
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Life's guiding
system
Like a cruise missile,
life uses instinct as a
guiding system into the
future. A cruise missile
is brought back on
course if the guiding
system detects any
deviation.
Humans are swayed
from their target mainly
by violence and
ignorance. If both of
them are not present,
the remaining force of
love delivers us to our
natural destiny.

Interpersonal communication

Receiving information from humans

1. Pattern recognition

2. Content understanding

3. Truth evaluation

4. Estimation of benefits if communication related activity would
be performed

5. Consideration of relationship changes

6. Performing activity initiated by received information
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Sending information to humans

1. Anticipation of desired receiver activity

2. Evaluation of receiver

3. Specific content formulation targeted for receiver

4. Selection of media for best effectiveness

5. Transmission of message

The communication feedback loop between sending and receiving
establishes the success and timeframe of communication.

Primary importance of communication between people is to get
the message across. Different languages are a great barrier to that,
preventing already pattern recognition. 100% understanding is in
many cases not achieved, let alone truth evaluation and the other
elements of message reception. As yet, the quality of global
communication is at a very low level. We talk about the info age,
but we are not nearly there. Dramatic technical and conceptual
changes have to occur within the communication realm to reach
that age. Human made information is flowing much too slow and
is distorted by deliberate inaccuracy and censorship. Individual
humans need to be able to self-correct any inaccuracy that occurs
when information is transmitted from reality to other humans.
This is difficult to achieve when most people are nourished with
lies from the cradle to the grave. To make things worse,
educational institutions dragging us into the past with their
insistence on this archaic ways of communication. Mass-
fabricated lies to strengthen dominators inevitably disintegrate
society until it reestablishes itself at a new, closer relationship
with true reality.
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Improved communication will focus activity to increase benefits.
Better communication tools and techniques have to be created to
enhance human communication. Written communication will
evolve from words to models. Instead of a string of words, you
will send your receiver something like a game, simulator or
interactive movie. The receiver plays with this interactive game
and will get a much better understanding of your opinion as
trough a string of words. Because our language has a limited
capability to mirror our increasingly complex reality and a limited
effectiveness for relationship determination between the
increasing number of facts, such an interactive game can even
give a better understanding than a face to face discussion.

Today in our communication infancy, we mainly transmit fiction
and some facts, not much about the relationship between facts and
even less about the relationship between the transmitted fact and
its benefit to humanity and this planet. Much one way
communication from the media is plain brainwash (information
pollution), clogging up our information channels.

The high priests use the media successfully to flip your frame of
mind to modify your truth to their advantage.

Altered reality

Reality is altered when it flows through the human sphere.

True unmodified information flow from reality to you is necessary for
effective activity coordination.
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CENSORSHIP

TABOO
Deliberately reduced reality results in agony.

COMMUNICATION ERROR

TRANSLATION ERROR
Twisted reality makes us confused.

LIE, IMAGINATION

BELIEF, SUPERSTITION
Invented ‘reality’ creates mentally retarded societies.
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Reality perception errors

1. Real-time info consists of the full-range energy spectrum that our
sensors are not able to detect. Some animals and technical sensors
receive much more info signals than human body sensors are able
to receive.

2. When real-time info  is converted by the sensory organs to
received info, errors occur

3. When received info  is processed by the actual brain synapse
wiring, recognition errors occur. Belief, knowledge and instinct
process  incoming info and store a personal mental construct
[image] in the mind. Depending on the duration of storage info
decay occurs.

4. When stored info  is converted by the language communication
capability to transmission-info,  interpretation errors occur.

Acknowledging all those errors, you may wonder how well
humans function in their (social) environment.

Ancient religious text

Religious text focuses mainly on guiding individual people - not
much on how to administer a global society. Nevertheless, people
read into those ancient texts what obviously is not there.

Writers, millennia ago, had a strongly constrained view of Earth
because of their limited sensory system. Imagination filled in the
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gaps of their sensory limitations. Their understanding of Earth as
they perceived it through their natural sensors is obsolete by
current standards. Transferring this inadequate information into
stored script information caused additional errors. Interpreting
this information after a time gap adds assumption errors. Using
such obsolete, erroneous information for today's communication
between humans results in considerable misunderstandings and
confusion; even to the point of violence.

Historical insistence on the absoluteness of those texts is at the
base of contemporary information distortion:

1. Lies, fiction, fairy tales

2. Censorship, reality avoidance

3. Systematically brainwashed populations

4. Using weapons to make lies appear true.

We are moving deeper into the information age. More and better
information is available to all humans then ever. If you are
ignorant of that and insist on obsolete historic information you
doing a great disservice to yourself, your offspring and life on this
planet.

People have excellent understanding of materials, good
understanding of energy but poor understanding of info. Like
babies play with toys, humans play with information and can’t
find an appropriate use for it yet. Humans and society have been
explained mainly from the material and energy concept. Not
much effort has been put in by research teams to explain us from
the info (spiritual) perspective. Even present day computers and
info infrastructure are more centered on the material and energy
concept than the info/communication concept.
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How true and faithful can humans store and replicate reality
in their brains and on external storage media?

Compounding errors by repeatedly storing information result in gross
distortion of reality
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Communication speed

Linear communication with words and numbers

• Describing history and facts

• Long-winding linear deciphering of textbooks takes days

• incompatible from language to language

Parallel communication with movies, diagrams

• visual impact reduces communication time

• easier understandable by everyone

Massive parallel communication using interactive models with
relationship determination and instant feedback

• further reduces time

• shows inter-relationships between facts

• improved depth understanding

• allows change in perception and point of view

• more effective communication between all languages

Expert communication

Nothing is really complex in this world
 it is only made appear complex by separatists

Experts for their own benefit do not want to make their expertise
publicly available. They remove it from public access by
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portraying their expertise in a different frame of reference,
separate from average society's frame of reference. The financial
advantage for themselves becomes more obvious to experts who
make information more complex and mysterious. This continues
to such an extend to make experts sound mystic, unbelievable and
out of touch.

To bring experts back into the picture we have to advise them to
unite their vocabulary with common vocabulary and connect their
specific findings to the whole of existence and in relation to the
wellbeing of humanity. Communication flow will increase and the
holistic understanding of the population will develop faster.

We have to communicate reality as it
is, not as it supposed to be according
to religious, political, and
commercial belief systems.

To develop the parallel processing in human brains early in
schools is of outmost importance. But the educational system
turns humans diligently into experts of linear logic to supply the
need for specialists who do not question the whole. Thereby sadly
reducing the mental processing power of humanity. Human brains
have far greater capabilities than just being expert slaves in a
corrupt system. To coordinate and utilize this immense processing
power is one of the most important tasks in future. Educational
institutions have to be aware of their importance to lay the
foundation for a successful civilization; to transform the student
into a proficient human communicator. A communicator who
expertly uses existing communication hardware and infrastructure
in order to rearrange the environment for the benefits of all.

Activity communication

People are mainly visual and have good object communication
but poor activity communication between humans in everyday life
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because it is difficult to trace all material movements through
time and space, and put it into a communicable concept to
enlighten other humans.

To communicate activities (like to produce a car) between all
humans without misunderstandings formal activity
communication needs to be applied. Every element of an activity
has to correlate to its communication element, for example:

[Date, duration, place] [Participating entities] [Agreement
statistic] [Opinion evaluation] [Truth estimate diagram] [Benefits
to affected parties: Earth - life, biosphere - humanity - global and
local groups - individuals - yourself].

All of the above elements need to be cared for within the
interactive communication process between humans to improve
activity coordination. Again, this is not natural, but it could be
incorporated into the language to make it feel natural by creating
an additional classification layer, or creating an activity
communication module within the language.

Internet communication

The Internet is our means of mass-communication between
individuals that allows the transition to an improved global
society. Because of advancing communication technology,
humans are moving out of beliefs more towards reality now. Less
dependence on those belief systems that filled in the knowledge
gaps and have been instituted over time, will give humans a better
understanding of their activities. Individual and group activities
will depend less on logic rituals and more on own intuition and
wisdom. Decision-making will shift from isolated institutions to
individuals connected through the web.

Our new global administration will depend on the opinion of all
humans. Through interactive communication, it establishes a
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framework for the self-determination of the global population. To
achieve growing self-determination dead civilization structures
have to be first removed, so that violent, coercive males are no
longer in a legitimate position to drive the wealth extraction
machinery. Their recent unsuccessful attempts to use the Internet
for wealth extraction purposes indicates their declining power. As
we know, stupidity doesn’t pair well with information.
Nevertheless, mind control over the Internet is tempting. When
the Internet was part of the bureaucracy anti spam meant to block
commercial mass communication. Now that the Internet is
controlled by commerce, anti spam means to block mass
communication of the poor. Again commerce is trying to take
over a good media (like radio and TV before) and turn it into
useless rubble preventing truth by only promoting its hype. TV,
radio, print and cinema are excellent media for commercial
propaganda. Mysteriously, capitalistic lies don’t travel well along
the web.

The Web is here to enable mass-
communication between all humans. We
do not need those Internet Bureaucrats
who hamper and prevent this essential
communication with censorship and
indiscriminate anti spam policies

What we need as people to solve global
problems is massive interactive
communication - we don't need trivial
netiquette! However controllers are
working hard to prevent poor people's
diverse opinion and communication to
an increasingly greater extend.

Can evil dominators keep humanity in
the darkness forever? Or will the web
blow the censorship lid?
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As an Internet Bureaucrat you have it easy
 if you don’t want to hear the truth, just switch it off!

The button to press is called censorship
The technology for it is widely available

If that doesn’t help, use a gun to make your point

Communication with weapons

If you are right, you do not need to prove that you are right.
People easily can see if someone is right or wrong. You do not
need to intimidate others because you are right. Only those who
are wrong need to prove that their wrong is right. They need to
intimidate, coerce, force and brainwash others that they are 'right'.
Some need a huge arsenal of weapons to do that. This "I AM
RIGHT" via violence is much practiced and legally accepted in
western civilizations.

It is also called domination and makes the dominator right and the
submissive wrong. It makes the submissive pay tribute to the
dominator. In such civilizations intelligence is replaced by
violence and wisdom flies out of the window.
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The Group-think problem

Group-think is the most severe problem in our society. It is a
serious mental disease that has not been recognized as such. It
turns members of a group into believers and followers of rituals.
They believe the group is right and others are wrong. It reduces
communication from the group to outsiders. In serious cases of
group-think, members use force and violence to convince non-
believers. Group-thinkvii  leads to narrow-minded routines and
rituals suppressing true human intelligence.

The important fact is: most individuals are not aware that they
suffer from group-think

Every day governments and other institutions of believers spend
large amounts of assets to protect and promote their group-think.
The waste of resources and the destruction in this regard are
immense.

To solve the problem of group-think we have to show believers
reality. The reality of their own group-think in relation to
humanity and planet Earth. And the reality of the interrelatedness
of all entities of this planet.
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To remove your own group-think, open
all your sensors, dig for the truth
and reposition yourself during that
process.

Global repositioning is vital to understand humanity and this
planet. Mental repositioning is vital to view your group-think
from different perspectives and break out of it.
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Group-think has erected many male dominated civilization
structures around this planet during the last millenniums.viii  Those
structures are incompatible and have the tendency to fight each
other. Those structures are like time machines, not to travel in
time but to stand still in time. They violate the first and second
law of the universe: ([1] change), ([2] nothing can turn back
time). They also violate the first law of life: ([1] growth), by
cutting down on life. Those structures give life a hard time. In
history, such civilizations have grown deserts instead of life.

People, who are good, have to obey the bad 'man made' laws and
rituals of those structures, initiating violent/exploitative activity
against each other and the planet. It will be the destiny of females
to change those abhorrent structures that have been made by male
group-think. Females have a much better relationship with
nourishment, whereas males have a better relationship with
violence. Females will be the driving forces of New Leadership.
Females are able to make decisions and initiate activities that are
closer to nourishment than violence. Dominant and violent males
have to surrender to this force of love and nourishment, lay down
their arms and follow suit. The result is a productivity increase
within humanity. Every task that cannot be done with violence
and competition today by our obsolete civilization structures, can
be accomplished with nourishment and cooperation through new
leadership tomorrow.

Civilizations violating natural laws perish. Only civilizations that
live to the laws of the larger entities and integrate themselves into
the biosphere can survive.

Any civilization that is based on violence
will die from this violence in the end
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Characteristics of civilizations
1. development of group-think

2. coordination of activities
3. building of monuments

4. destruction of environment
5. loss of credibility

6. disintegration

Monuments made by civilizations over millennia
Large amounts of silicon are amassed to worship the gods of greed

High priests1 of modern civilization have one taboo; they never
admit that their culture of violence and greed destroys this planet

VIOLENCE = massive weapon arsenals = "do what I say
or I make you feel miserable"

GREED = economic system (Invisible Hand) = "be my
slave"

Civilizations allow a large number of humans not only to live
together, coordinate activities and increase wellbeing for all
members, but civilizations must be also conductive to evolve to
higher levels of existence.

Gods and laws have been created by humans to guide and
coordinate activities in a structured form, easy to follow for
smaller populations. Coordinated human activities result in

                                                
1 High priests = officials who administer societies and
civilizations by maintaining the population in a blasphemic frame
of mind.
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increased well-being of the group. Then, as soon as an activity
coordinating system produces benefits, members start to worship
it. This worshipping turns into a ritual. Strangely, this ritual is still
followed even when the activity coordination system does not
produce benefits anymore. Some even follow it until they are
destroyed by its negative implications.

No rules are written in stone
only dominators want to make you believe so

Why do high priests devolve into a
delirium to perpetuate obsolete
rituals and rules?

Are we really rational, when we support modern rituals and
maintain taboos enforced by etiquette?

We know we do something wrong to the outside world but we are
not allowed to talk about the reasons, because that what we do
wrong sustains our group. We push it into our unconscious mind
and never let it escape from there. If others confront us, we can
easy get angry. Any attack on the taboo is declared as blasphemy,
treason or unscientific to get it off the agenda. Within the servile
mind-frame we are prevented from speaking up against the
perpetrators on the top. It allows the dominator to legitimately
censor communication and foster superstition.

Drastic increase of superstition within societies took a heavy toll
on humanity's peaceful evolution because of the impossibility to
prove one bogus belief system against the other without using
violence. But like all unfit physical species, unfit mental
constructs will become extinct too. Violent ferocious entities
based on competition usually dig their own graves - they are self-
destructive.

Historically – as now, societies disconnect themselves from life
by growing silicon blisters on Earth’s surface.
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Some humans gave their
responsibility to god that does
not exist and subsequently
deny responsibility to Earth that
does exist. Why should people
who hallucinate about
nonexistent gods have their say
in ruling our planet? Especially
by making rules given from this
nonexistent entity. Are we
governed by insanity?ix

Today god is characteristic of love, but for ancient societies god
was the ultimate authority figure above parents elders and rulers.
To easier coordinate activities in early societies those who led
invented the plausible lie of an overriding authority to intensify
their control by creating a focus object that endures time. Later
on, high priests of civilizations instituted this lie into truth and
prophets, followers began to hallucinate about non-existing
entities.

The caging done in the name of god is devastating to humanity.

Humans believe in gods, money and utopias, which are all
creations of a caged-in mind. As soon as the people realize the
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difference between reality and imagination the problems with
money, gods and utopias will disappear.

Only societies based on provable reality to all members can
evolve to higher levels of existence. Societies based on
superstition and lies will not work indefinitely and cannot survive.
There will always be new members who don't worship obsolete
belief systems and doctrines. Making the categorization and
suppression of non-believers and deviants a necessity. This starts
a cycle of destruction within society until it finally decays under
increasing violence. The degree of violence used within societies
determines its length of survival. Extreme violence like in Hitler's
Germany makes society structures very short-lived. Subtle
violence that the Roman and British Empire used could endure
centuries. Increasing violence in the US indicates imminent
society disintegration.

We have not evolved much from ancient civilizations. Sacrificing
humans is still widely practiced today by the high priests of
modern society. War is the name of the game.

Wars to kill with weapons and trade-wars to maim populations
are approved by all politicians. Those violent rituals perpetuate
itself through media and government. Governments have
legitimized human sacrifice and the media portrays this sacrifice
as 'normal'. It is about time to make them accountable for that.
Both parties need to be questioned why they perpetuate violence.
The problem is: government and media are driven by insane high
priests who suffer from group-think. Try to question the insane
and see what you get. The answer will be violence.

Coercing cultures into contradictory
group-think patterns is the main
reason why humans have so much
violence on this planet now.
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Society degeneration

The cultural society framework either corrupts or improves
natural instincts, daily nourishment, and our personal holistic
view. A corrupt society structure prevents us from realizing our
destiny. Suppressive civilization structures are more degrading
than enhancing.

Suppressed
instincts

Suppressed
nourishment

Suppressed holistic
view

Primary
civilization

Secondary
civilization

Tertiary
civilization

Natural food
replaced by man-

made food

Living environment
replaced by dead

environment

Clean air replaced
by pollution

Feeling bad and destruction reinforcing each other,
slowly wiping out life on Earth

If you follow rules and rituals along society structures
 like an ant follows its predetermined patterns in its anthill

 you and humanity devolves back to an animal level
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The human brain evolved to its present
capacity to be utilized – not to be
switched off by following rituals

Protect your kids from harmful mental cages

Your kids can become cleverer than any person in history because
kids have better access to information than ever before. You only
have to make sure that their mind develops freely. Explain present
mental cages to your kids to protect their mind from being caged-
in. If they understand what mental cages are, they avoid being
caught in them. Kids, once they have grown up, can much better
look after you and the world if they are not caged-in.

If you truly love your kids, you let them free, you do not coerce
them into particular society structures that have been imposed on
you. Although in some cases this might appear impossible,
especially when extended family, peers and society work together
to enforce historic lies as present truth.

When repressed kids spend valuable time dealing with this
coercion, they have less time available to increase their wellbeing.
Never program your kid’s brains with lies. Let them see untwisted
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reality instead of made-up fairy tales. The foundation to a life of
lies is laid at an early stage. Kids who are based on such
foundations develop into people who thrive on lies and shun
reality.

Our kids can make their own decisions. We don’t need to
interfere too much as adults. We just have to guide them in favor
of love against violence; in favor of truth against lies and
superstition. In that way, once they are about 5, they easy find
their own way. Below that age, we just need to love them and
give them what they desire. Obviously, you have to make sure
their nourishment is complete with: love, food and information.
Coercing and training them into ‘desirable’ behavior patterns is
damaging to them and future society. Only non-violent conflict
resolution makes them grow into healthy spiritual beings.

Instinctively, kids that are malnourished criticize, complain or
whine to their parents. Parents bringing ‘order’ into this natural
criticism by applying structural violence destroy the natural free
will of their children. Don’t throw the first stone by bringing
‘order’ into your kids. Think about your shortcomings first. Are
their needs all satisfied?

Do they get enough love and no violence?
Do they get enough fresh food instead of dead food?
Do they get only true information or does their mind grow on
pleasant lies?

If you know there are deficiencies with their nourishment be
forgiving with their challenging behavior because it’s not their
fault. Malnourishment causes undesirable behavioral changes in
young humans. If you have thrown many stones already, you are
obliged to collect them all from their damaged minds. Ask a
psychologist how to remove the stones. If you don’t care and
leave then there, your children will use those stones later and
throw them at other people. So think about it, it’s your
responsibility that no one gets hurt.
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Cages are religious, governmental and commercial rituals that
force people to conform by means of violence, coercion and
money-slavery against their will and their individual intelligence.
A cage is a culture, society framework, socioeconomic structure
that executes meta control instructions on the brain function of
individuals. Humans caught in mental cages act according to
clichés. They do not act like natural human beings, they rather act
like a puppet on a string. Whatever cliché or group-think they
adhere to pulls the strings. Within their group, the cages are
hardwired together. Insiders do not find anything wrong with that;
outsiders think they act strange, irrational and inhumane. Insiders
become aggressive if their group is criticized by outsiders.

Cages worn by people increase stupidity within the population.
The more the mind is squeezed into the cages the less productive
and more destructive society becomes. The most detrimental cage
is the capitalistic wealth extraction ritual worn by many people
now. The most violent group-think in recent history was the Nazi
group-think in Germany.

Do you believe in god?

Do you believe in money?

Do you believe in your country?

Do you believe your environment is OK?

Do you believe you have to prove your point?

Do you believe you are in a helpless situation?

Do you believe governments can keep people forever within
national boundaries like domesticated animals?
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If you answer all those questions with no you are ready to
participate in Global Leadership. You know it is the right way.

If you answer one of those questions with yes, you are a believer
influenced by group-think, conforming to certain rituals. You may
believe global leadership is not for you.

If you answer many questions with yes, you need to spend much
effort in future to disentangle yourself from group-think. You
believe global leadership will not succeed. You trust in the
superiority or separation of your group.

Religious people's
mind is tightly
squeezed into a small
box while bureaucrats
have more room to
think. Capitalistic free
market people are
mostly unrestricted
but they still run into
walls that none of the
three is aware of.

Sometimes in your life you feel you run into those walls. But
those walls have doors. And the doors have keys.

All people are attached to some sort of group-think very few have
worked their way out of those group-think constraints. Most are
unaware of it. No matter where you are on the planet a particular
group has you in their grip. All of those groups, that divide you
against other humans, against life, or against the planet we live
on, are based on superstition.

Most group-think-individuals have a loss of responsibility. For
their decision-making they rely on their group, governments or
imagined entities like gods or an Invisible Hand. Subsequently,
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they never take their own responsibility seriously and let powerful
institutions decide for them.

Indoctrinated humans suffering from group-think need time to
overcome their taboo. They are not aware that they are affected
because the group makes the deficiency disappear into the
subconscious mind. Group-think is not based on any physical
deficiencies of the brain, it is a pure mental disease that can’t be
treated with drugs.

Once you are out of the cage you can easily understand and
accept what people communicating towards you. Cages distort
communication and prevent understanding. Outside you consider
all humans as equal (you accept neither masters nor slaves) and
you love life in general. You easy can identify socioeconomic
belief systems and society structures that produce global
inequality, masters and slaves, dominators and submissives.

However, existing powerbrokers and rulers who are unaware that
they suffer severely from group-think are not able to guide
humanity towards increased wellbeing. Because they enforce
pecking orders and thrive on submissive people. They cowardly
sit behind their huge arsenals of weapons, terrorizing the global
population with their selfishness. They are a product of our
civilization structuresthat mandate to keep peoples’ mind in
cages.

A combination of spiritual disease, political brainwash and
power-drunkenness is a fatal mixture for high priests on top that
spells evil and affects most rulers.

• The ancient spiritual disease makes them squirt violence
against life

• Political brainwash puts them in a mental cage from where
they are not allowed to escape
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• Power-drunkenness blurs their senses, decreases their
sensitivity, increases their blind spot and makes them easier to
associate with each other at their orgies

Only very few administrators have the power to keep their
integrity. No matter who ends up on top, none of them has the
will to change the corrupt system that gives so much gratification
to the elite once they are in the ruler clique. Whoever dares to
break out of the group-think and disobey this evil empire is
silenced with bribes or violence. Humanity has been plagued by
this problem for millennia. Many people throughout history have
wondered: “is this avoidable?” Now people ask: “will we ever
have peace, or will violent forces unleashed by rulers make this
planet unsafe indefinitely?”

There is an easy and simple answer to that: as long as people
accept primitive domination-submission relationships between
humans, corrupt deceptive systems of oppression will flourish
within humanity; institutions will continue to squirt massive
amounts of structural violence into the global population to
defend their dominating role. However, once people realize that
pecking order and dominators are the root of evil, they will opt for
equality and relocate authority from remote leaders back into the
population.

Peace on Earth comes when humans stand up
 instead of crawling!

As long as you crawl in the dust, to
kiss the dirty feet of a prophet or
capitalist, you cannot open your arms
to embrace humans with love and
understanding.

Crawling not only gives you pain by wearing out your knee
It also makes you a disgusting, pity sight to see
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Capitalism, government and religion protect
 domination/submission relationships and spike into the population

Global Leadership protects the population and spikes into
domination/submission relationships

Know your opponent

It is important to identify what reduces your wellbeing.

After careful analysis you will find that the oppressor is not a
person or people. - The real ‘enemy’ is a civilization structure,
ritual, organization, institution or belief system that turns its
members towards antisocial behavior, and poses a threat to its
environment. It promotes a domination - submission relationship,
keeps you in the past and wants you to worship it.

No human makes other humans intentionally suffer; they only
make others suffer when they follow rituals (group-think), when
they are intimidated (cornered) or malnourished (deficient of
mental or physical nourishment). So, we have to make sure to
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nourish humans, keep them in peace, and never force rituals on
them. If we know humans who make others suffer, we have to
analyze the situation and eliminate the reason for this undesirable
activity. Because that reason could drive other humans into
violence too.

The more humans are driven by violent civilization structures
the more suffering we have in this world

Those rulers who defend deadly, life-harming society structures
usually turn people into scapegoats for the wrongs and misery of
contemporary society. Those defenders always point their finger
on others they never point it at their own face. They use
blasphemy, treason and liquidation to protect their insanity.x

• You dare to denounce the prophet and god?
This is blasphemy and you are in deep trouble
now!

• You don't want to defend this section of Earth's
surface against other humans? You are a traitor
guilty of treason. We make you suffer!

• You don't want to pay tribute to greed? We will
liquidate you, harass you with Big Brother, and
turn you into a money slave!

Accumulate speed and break through the religious,
national, and capitalistic superstition barrier
that keeps you in cages and pulls you in the past!
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The modern savage is easy to identify

He uniformly wears suit and tie
A wallet has replaced his heart

To make him only financially smart
besides that, he’s a stupid guy

who doesn’t care if you live or die

Postmodern superstitious savages worship the WEM (Wealth
Extraction Machinery) and their omnipotent god: the Invisible
Hand (the latest activity coordination system). It recently
surpassed gods and rulers as the most powerful entity to
coordinate human activities.

Ritualistically causing a rush hour every day by moving into one
of the many silicon blisters on Earth's surface to worship greed;
receiving gratification in form of money, which has been sucked
by the WEM from the global environment.

This ceremonial activity gives him superiority by taking wealth
from those who not participate in the sacred ritual. You can see
the WEM in operation every day in cities around the world. It is
noisy, smoky, destructive, and it dehumanizes. It has an
undesirable hostility towards all forms of life. The WEM thrives
on destruction. It effectively destroys the planet, the biomass,
people and the spirit of humanity.
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In old days, high priests used religious rituals and ceremonies to
manipulate the members of a society into a particular worship-
system. Nowadays the mainstream media accomplishes this
manipulation of citizens. Contemporary mainstream media
collaborates to make people worship a particular socioeconomic
system. Wealth is used to glorify the ways of elitist high priests.
Common people end up staring in awe at the spectacle of narrow-
minded domination.

Many humans and living entities are killed and deformed by
today’s savages. Stealth expertise obscures their destructiveness.
The unsurpassed skill in remote destruction makes this savage
group the most dangerous element on Earth. They send armies of
soldiers and economic missionaries around the world that destroy
life, natural ecological and socioeconomic systems to make Earth
and its inhabitants conform to their greed. Disobedience of
dominators’ caging orders result in wars, embargoes and
systematic covert attacks.

Today the world is ruled by caging-maniacs

Without doubt, individuals need to be responsive to an activity
coordination system. But not to such an extend that destroys the
very base they live on (cutting off the branch they’re sitting on). If
people initiate direct or indirect activities to destroy their base
they have to be clearly labeled as insane. This violence and
destructiveness is obviously a mental disease that evolved into a
spiritual disease (affecting the spirit of humanity) caused by
ancient malfunctioning body or brain ‘hardware’, and needs to be
cured rather sooner than later.

Are we not able to manage activities in such a way that they are
not harmful to us and the environment?
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Sure, we are able to guide activities to the benefit of all; we are
just prevented by ‘experts’ following outdated beliefs and their
own greed. They still proclaim "greed is good" as if we would not
know better now.

Soon, humans will evolve from lies and
superstition towards truth and
enlightenment to ease the destruction
and suffering on Earth.

People will lose their fragmented
view, their ‘us and them’, and see the
world holistically.

One of your duties as a global leader is to open the mental cages
where human spirits have been kept by the high priests of
civilization over many millennia.

Open the door of your mental cage
into the world of love and
understanding with the key of
nonviolence

Love = to feel connected with all life and our planet

Understanding = to know how everything interrelates on our
planet

Once people have found the key, they will be able to open the
cage and view it the first time from the outside. When they are out
their intention will grow to free others too. However, you cannot
open their cage from the outside because the key is inside. You
only can inform them how to find the key.
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Today we see more free spirits than ever; it will not take long to
free everyone. Once people are responsible for the real issues on
this planet, they will not feel the need anymore to escape into
superstition and other hallucinations.

By participation in new leadership you
will get back your intelligence and
responsibility. You are not the
playground of outdated structures and
rituals anymore.

There are many people outside of their
old cages already! Why don't you come
and join us?

Do you want to escape from
coercive society structures into the
wilderness of a thriving natural
humanity, where we all interact
truly as equals?
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Ring of Truth

The Ring of Truth is a model to show the effect of group-think.

A perfect society without group-think

Each square represents the idea of a person. Different ideas result
in a different angular position of the squares. You will observe a
ring if there are many squares with different angular positions.

The ideas of each individual are as unique as their faces, DNA or
fingerprints.

Group-think prevents us from seeing the truth
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Each square grows proportionally with the number of believers or
followers of a particular doctrine. If there are too many believers,
the square will overshadow the Ring of Truth.

The larger those squares grow the more difficult it becomes for
humanity to see the truth. Today some of the largest squares are

• wearing clothes

• male dominance (violence)

• commerce / capitalism

• religion

• government

• smoking

All of those activities draw many followers/believers. There are
myriad of smaller group-think patterns amongst humans that are
more or less detrimental to this planet. Followers are prevented,
or avoid using their intelligence to develop and voice their very
own unique ideas. This turns them into mainly liabilities. The
Liability Triad is responsible for this waste of human resources.

The Liability Triad has to build the wall higher and higher that
protects lies. Nevertheless, eventually it will crumble. The wall of
lies to protect the Earth as center of the solar system crumbled
five centuries ago. The wall that protects violence as a legitimate
means to control people will crumble in a few years or decades.
Those walls of ignorance will fall one after the other until we
have a free and peaceful society. We all need to work towards a
free, intelligent civilization where group-think, hypocrisy and lies
do not need to be defended with walls and cages.
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You are doing yourself and our planet
a great disservice if you let yourself
being manipulated by religions,
governments and commercial entities.
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Commerce dominates

The present structure of commerce has evolved over centuries and
today it conforms to capitalistic guidelines. Commerce is
supposed to be a human activity to increase wellbeing. But
presently, it is an activity to increase waste. It moved itself into a
controlling position above governments by making society fully
money dependent.

Its centerpiece is the accounting ritual. Participation in the
accounting ritual fits commercial entities into a global one way
wealth stream to increase waste and the gap between rich and
poor.xi

The overall movement of wealth
is from the bottom to the top

the controlling level  plays
the game of capitalism

the high priest level
maintains the control
structure

the managerial level  gets
activities done

the activity level  produces
more waste than benefits

the waste level  are
humans unfit to play the
game
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Your amount of wealth
depends on your level.
And like any MLM 2

(snowball) system, the
lowest level never gains
anything. If you belong to
the waste level like most
humans do, you cannot
understand the system and
the accounting ritual3 that
the high priests perpetuate.
If you not prevented from
doing so, you ravage your
environment to survive.

The lower levels remove resources from
life, Earth and the sun’s energy deposit

In the activity level, you are grateful to be enslaved just to
participate in the game.

Our present capitalistic civilization structure takes waste for
granted. This is one of the features that makes it obsolete. The
group-think that waste cannot be avoided is harmful to you and
your environment. Waste products are increasingly dumped into
the air, water and on land. Even life and humans absorb harmful
doses of pollution without their consent or knowledge. Food
stripped of essential nutrients, contaminated with shelf-life

                                                
2 MLM = Commercial Multi Level Marketing system where the
lower level pays tribute to the higher, leaving the lowest level
with mainly payments

3 accounting ritual = financial mathematics that makes or brakes
commercial entities by enforcing a profit
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extenders is dumped in supermarkets to feed the poor at the
cheapest level possible. (Commercially destroyed food reduces
wellbeing, creates obesity and subsequent civilization diseases.)

Activity results in
benefits wealth and

waste

Much activity goes into the production of weapons. Weapons are
pure waste, good for nothing, only destruction. After careful
analysis of this activity level you will be left with about 10%
benefits and a remaining 90% waste, because most man made
products turn into waste after their utilization period too.
(Consumer products are designed to turn into waste, as directed
by profiteering capitalists). That means, 90% of your time and
activity goes into producing waste. What a waste of time and
resources!

Is a civilization that turns 90% of its activity into waste
and does not care about its discarded majority

 the society you are really aiming for?

Our contemporary socioeconomic system
inhibits ideas of how to use resources
more efficiently and beneficially and
maintains a one way stream of
resources:

Extraction -> utilization -> waste
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The biosphere, showing us how
to do it right, has a circular stream
of resources. Each output of a
utilization or process is the input
of another utilization or process.
There is no waste.

Global Leadership will initiate that all activity follows this natural
circular principle, aiming at above 90% benefits and reducing
dumping to near zero. Waste is only necessary in a capitalistic
system where more waste means more profit. The sooner products
turn to waste the more can be sold, the more money is to be made.
Capitalism can’t get its eyes off waste because it is so profitable.

If you buy a pair of shoes, you get some that break down soon and
others that last much longer. Why is it that products last not as long as
they used to? With more sophisticated technology shouldn’t we get
more value for money instead of more rubbish for money?
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In order to maximize profits, waste and fake value must be
produced. Rubbish produces more profits for capitalists than
benefits for humanity. The ‘make a buck’ system creates
hyperactivity to produce and remove rubbish.

The old system doesn’t produce much
benefits, just keeps people occupied.
Unrefined technology is not designed to
reduce waste and pollution. However it’s very
profitable and selected on the stock market.

Not much ‘work’ required to produce benefits in
the new system. Less resources and production
time needed. Emphasis on high quality and low
quantity. Designed for integrity and low impact
on living environment. Can’t survive in a
capitalistic system that competes on profits.
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As a manager, you are an expert in wealth extraction. You
coordinate human- material- and financial resources in space and
time to achieve optimum profit for a particular section of the
wealth extraction machinery. Later in your career, you will realize
that the accounting ritual and economic laws prevented you from
acting responsible towards Earth and its inhabitants, because
profitability is a narrow-minded measure that does not determine
whether the activities are beneficial or detrimental to our world.
You’ll understand that a wellbeing increase through coordinated
activities is required to advance this planet, and not a profit
increase as demanded by capitalists.

This level produces
workers, managers,

'priests'
and many useless

humans

The high priest level is dominated by structures not by people.
You are faithfully selected to fit into the group-think of a
corporation, government, bank, church, university, legal court etc.
You have to submit yourself to those structures. If you have your
own opinion you will be expelled, because this is the most critical
level for the game to work. So, you have to be tempted with
money and status to undergo a mind transformation. To go on
board of those institutions you have to throw your human values
over board. If you ever have to make the decision between
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advancing your institution or protecting life from your institution
you are compelled to select the first.

Those structures are like time capsules with you inside, watching
how time passes you by, turning yourself into a relict of the past.
You are retarded by ancient civilization structures. Because you
try a time-standstill, you appear silly in the eyes of bystanders. To
compensate for that, you have to employ a brainwash-machinery
called 'media' to make yourself look respectable. You know that
your success depends on how long you can sustain your
information assault to harass and ridicule those who do not fit into
your narrow view of existence. The heavier the assault the easier
your lies turn into truth.

Like in history, the high priests float on fabricated truth towards
heaven on Earth, leaving the obedient sheep behind in misery.
Humanity cannot expect much help at this level because the high
priests suffer heavily from group-think: they follow their doctrines
instead of their heart, they are liabilities. Humans who look into
the high priest zoo wonder “what can it be, that makes those
mammals trap themselves in their own cages, fences and
borders?”

At the top level, you are in a dream-state of ballooning. People
carry you on their shoulders and you feel good about it. You only
wake up when the balloon pops, when everyone realizes that they
carry you, and ask themselves why they should carry you. If you
cannot answer their question, people may drop you and you have
to walk on your own. Your brainwash (PR) experts make the
media portray you as the "good guy". The more you incorporate
power and wealth the narrower your mindset gets. You sense that
your are nearly at an end of driving the WEM, so, in a frantic
frenzy you engage in a last-minute betrayal of planet Earth before
the WEM comes to a grinding halt.

Presently we observe the last tantrum of capitalists who behave
like dominators on Earth and not like guests.
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Wealth Imbalance

A system that
gradually increases the
wealth imbalance is
not in itself stable. It
needs to be stabilized
with violence.

Take away all
weapons and structural
violence and the
wealth imbalance can
not be maintained
anymore.

A free planet without
coercion is
incompatible with a
capitalistic system that
relies on an imposed
wealth imbalance for
its existence.

Society becomes
inefficient and even
inoperable if the
wealth imbalance gets
extreme.

With extrapolation, we could calculate how
long it takes until one person or group owns
everything and all others own nothing on
this planet.
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Why does the global majority experience a relative decline in wealth?
Redundant and destructive human activity 50%
Wealth removal by capitalists from the finite wealth pool 30%
Disproportionate population increases amongst the poor 20%
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Capitalistic civilization chewing
itself through resources, leaving
mainly waste behind. In a few
millennia, this once beautiful
planet will be a gigantic heap of
waste only.

We had priests rule with
superstition and leaders rule with
weapons; now capitalists rule the
world with rubbish.

No country can escape from
this one way wealth stream.
Even violent and oppressive
nations like Russia and China,
opposed to capitalism, are
forced to conform to the ritual
of this gigantic MLM system.
Compelled to submit
themselves to the global high
priests, most countries
increase the amount of waste
to be dumped. No nation can
stop this destructive system
anymore; individual
institutions have lost control
over it. Only you with your
fellow grass roots leaders
have the power to change it.
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In the competitive capitalistic game, it is you against everything
on this planet. You take in most instances more than you give.
You are the winner and have made many losers. You gain at the
loss of your environment. You believe you have to tell people
what to do. If they do not obey, you have to force them through
violence, coercion or brainwash.

In the cooperative Global Leadership
game, it is your team against
stupidity. You benefit your team,
that's Earth and its inhabitants. You
do not make your environment and
people lose. You play against
stupidity, which is the destruction
and inefficient utilization of this
planet's resources.

In a capitalistic civilization, you have only two choices: wealth or
poverty. If you understand the ritual, you can choose your level
between wealth and poverty. If you do not understand or don't
like the ritual, you have no choice but poverty. If you follow your
natural nourishing instinct, you definitely end up in poverty
according to the capitalistic system.

A free capitalistic market cares only about those who can pay.
Earth, life and the poor cannot pay that is why they are
disregarded. Capitalists starve them by destroying their natural
living environment! So, that in the end, the poor have to kiss the
dirty feet of the capitalists just to survive. Looking at it that way
shows how fundamentally flawed the economic system is. It is
flawed to such an extend that it appears to have criminal
intentions. What do you think, is it criminal to rob humanity and
Earth of wellbeing to enhance the lives of a few?
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Economy based on trade and commerce in itself is very
beneficial, only that it has been high-jacked by capitalists, who
demand tribute to greed, makes its operation detrimental.

Capitalism needs three sorts of people

1. Many money-slaves to do the work

2. Few capitalists to accumulate wealth

3. An increasing number of soldiers, police and
bureaucrats to defend the loot

Capitalists have to extract wealth to propagate themselves and
their civilization. They violently resist attempts of change. They
are predisposed to defend themselves and their Wealth Extraction
Machinery for the good of themselves and their few servants.

This system was workable a few hundred years ago when
humanity had a limited impact on the planet but now it turns into
something detrimental that has not been encountered before.xii

The problem is the size of this system. To change such a large
ritualistic system takes a long time - but time seems to be running
out. So what to do?

The worldwide pressure for change is mounting rapidly but the
high priests (strongly suffering from group-think) cannot read the
sign of the time. Their communication is hampered by ritualistic
activities that are hardwired in their brain. They defend the
destructive Wealth Extraction Machinery by all means.
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The three fatal errors of capitalism:
 - [1] to put the emphasis on money instead of activities prevents
global activity coordination, resulting in a small inefficient
economic engine stifled by irrational wars and competition.
 - [2] to insist on wealth increase instead of wellbeing increase
causes evil wealth empires and destructive technology that creates
more waste than benefits.
 - [3] to defend itself with a growing mountain of weapons shows
inherent stupidity, and will make it disappear within the next
generations.

Plain greed supported by violence will never survive in a well-
informed intelligent society, that humanity is growing into.
Capitalism needs stupidity to prosper.

Capitalism is to humanity like dope to a human body
Both achieve short-term superiority over competitors

but are ruining in the long run
Dope has been banned officially from the Olympic games

When will capitalism be banned from the world?

Capitalists always believe that they are the pinnacles of evolution.
They don’t realize in their ignorance that humanity can progress
better without them and their culture of greed. Capitalism, same
as church and state, is based on historic lies and deception of
dominators. Together they fabricate the law that makes sure they
remain on top of the pecking order to coerce tribute from their
submissives. Blasphemy laws makes people appreciate the
pecking order instead of justice. But no matter how frantically
capitalists bend and twist the law, they can’t escape ultimate
justice – no one can!

No matter how much brainwash the capitalists churn out to stem
the tide they are at their end and they know it. Nevertheless, they
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still send their armies of 'scientific' economists against the public
to get the global non-capitalist population 'scientifically'
milked.xiiiNot unlike tobacco companies fabricate 'scientific' proof
that allows them to torture billions of people with a significantly
reduced health. Now that weapon manufacturers are more
scrutinized by the global public they will fabricate scientific proof
that people and institutions need their products of horrific life
destruction.

What do governments need weapons for? - if not to destroy
people and their wellbeing. Inflicting mental and physical
suppression on the population through structural violence, and
nutritional, emotional starving will have grave consequences for
capitalism once the public becomes increasingly aware about it.

To accomplish prosperity and wellbeing
increase within humanity it is
necessary to outlaw the greedy bunch
and their heavily defended Wealth
Extraction Machinery

Strategic downfall of capitalism

The expansion into all nations around the world will be the first
step to disintegration of capitalism. Once capitalists reside
everywhere around the globe, no particular nation can defend
them anymore. There is no hiding behind weapons anymore.

However, as long as the global population is not united, it is
vulnerable to corporate predators that utilize government's
weapons arsenals to protect the WEM.
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How do people relate to the Wealth Extraction Machinery?

• Greedy people take part in it for their own gain. They don't
care for others

• Stupid people join for fun or own gain. They believe all others
and the environment gain too

• Exploited people need to participate to survive. They are the
modern-day money slaves

• Discarded people have been dumped. They make up the
growing mountain of human scrap

The growing majority of poor

***********************

we have to eat the destroyed food

we have to breathe the polluted air

we have to be slaves to get money

it’s so sad we can’t reach the next step
of evolution because of a greedy few
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Capitalism gave humanity a kick-start to industrialization. It
works like the starter on a car. Governments have the urge to
continue running the car with the starter. Global Leadership will
disengage the starter and use the engine instead.

Present physical utilization of humanity is less than 40%; mental
utilization is less than 1%.

New leadership will utilize those untapped resources to over 90%
in both cases so that they are not wasted. Global Leadership will
unleash the real power of humanity.
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Government decay

Present governments are a minority group of fanatics who believe
in forcing their will on the unconsenting global majority of
humans. Why? Because the historic legacy of domination-
submission is deeply entrenched in today’s governments.

Governments encourage primitive pecking orders and archaic
revenge rituals. Pecking orders to create winners and revenge
rituals to punish losers.

Governments are monopolies with only one per country.
Governments have a secure income from their citizens and do not
need to improve. But like so many monopolistic enterprises
driven by greed, they create immense inefficiencies costly to
society.

The inherent problems of monopolies are:

* Group-think

* Inefficiency, waste

* Rigid structure, unable to adapt to our fast changing world

* Control by (structural) violence

Changing the management in a monopoly does not make it
produce more benefits. Same like changing the politicians after
several years does not improve government. People realize that
the tools to control government become more and more
ineffective because governments carefully avoid population
participation to retain their monopolistic status. Governments
want to decide what's best for the population - they don't let the
people decide for themselves. We experience problems every day
when monopolies rule our lives. But can we live without
governments?xiv
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Direct or indirect
feedback loop?

direct feedback loop

The indirect feedback loop is prone to
error and abuse while interpreting
population opinion

Because of powerful political coercion and propaganda, most
people believe there is no other way, we have to keep those
governments. "We called the devil, now we have to live with
it!" xv

No matter what they tell you, this is only a belief not reality.
Reality is that the people can turn over all aspects of governments
to a new form of leadership that comprises of more individuals
than the old government in an administrative framework.

In such a case the population would vote on proposals from an
administrative body and participate in building, updating and
keeping alive a Global Civilization Model. That means, voting
weekly or daily on basic and specific issues rather than voting on
personalities every several years.
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How to control the government creature?

Creatures that increasingly use violence instead of intelligence to
adapt to the environment devolve into a dead-end towards their
own extinction.

saurus: body / brain ratio 10,000:1
they had to give way to more
intelligent creatures, their physical
power didn’t do the trick anymore.

human: body / brain ratio 50:1
because of their large brain size
(information processing
capabilities) humans have
distinguishing powers

Organisms with small brains and large bodies have few
interactive control-channels, resulting in reduced capabilities.
Your body consists of trillions of cells, humanity consists of
billions of people. Do you see similar needs to cooperate?

small governments have few
interactive communication
channels with large populations.
Administration is kept separate
from the population

large governments have many
interactive communication
channels with small populations.
Administration is an integral part of
the population
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Government / population
separation

1,000,000 people take 12 hours a
day to govern the world, as we
know it

pop / admin ratio 5,000:1
ADMINISTRATION CAPACITY:
500,000 ManDays per day

Government / population
integration

2,000,000,000 people take 1 hour
a day to administer our planet
according to Global Leadership

population / administration ratio 2:1
ADMINISTRATION CAPACITY:
100,000,000 ManDays per day

ManDay = one person working for 24 hours

Today humanity is governed by 0.02% of the global population =
less than one thousandth of the available brainpower.

How far can you go with your car
if you use only one thousandth of its power?
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Don't press the button!

You want commerce not to press the button that destroys the world.
What authority do you have? There is not much authority left within you.
You gave it to a government that doesn’t do what you want it to do
because it deteriorated into a money addict, drugged by commerce.

Where does the government get its goodies from? From the
wealth extractors - not from the population. The population pays
with public taxes that need to be allocated. The wealth extractors
pay with secret bribes that can be kept. So, why should
government officials care much about the population?

Capitalists bought governments to exterminate opponents with
weapons and law; they bought the media to silence any opposition
with brainwash and scientific lies. Those who have more than
others somehow have to defend their larger portion. That’s where
governments come in to coerce inequality and enforce tribute to
greed. To worship the pecking order is seen as essential by an
army of bureaucrats who have been ‘bought’ by capitalists. Once
they start to peck with their pecking toys made by capitalists the
world feels more explosive and large numbers of people suffer
under dominator maniacs.
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4 – 3 = 1
• One quarter (1/4) of the world population uses

three quarters (3/4) of global resources.

• Three quarters (3/4) of the world population uses
one quarter (1/4) of global resources.

• One quarter (1/4) of the world population uses two
quarters (2/4) of global resources to defend
themselves.

2/4 = ½ = half the global resources are wasted…

…for security, protection, defense, weapons, war, borders,
governments, legal system, patents, copyrights etc. (for a massive
protective system to feed the rich and starve the poor)

??do we live in times of growing stupidity??

Wasted to protect ¼ of the population
against equality. Wasted to defend
domination – submission relationship.

It’s obvious, we live in times of growing stupidity!
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Waste is a necessary evil byproduct to maintain domination -
submission relationships within humanity. Wasting resources,
wasting time, wasting human lives. ¾ of the global population are
stripped of their livelihood to protect a greedy few. If you are
poor, a system that makes you pay tribute to domination, has been
imposed on you against your will and sometimes against your
knowledge. This system keeps you in a obedient mode making
you adore your submissiveness and never wholeheartedly criticize
dominators.

Contemporary governments are abused to protect previously
accumulated loot of people and institutions. Much of the limited
global resources are squandered to do just that. You can’t blame
the elitist looter nor the criminal looter if society structures
encourage people to loot. You have to blame the government to
maintain and defend obsolete looting structures that make looting
a sport and issue trophies to ‘winners’. Fostering a society
mindset of greed leads to excessive legal and illegal looting.
Which in essence can be traced back where the dominating ruler
usually looted the clan that lost the battle into submissiveness.

We can’t blame those people and institutions who were engaged
in wealth extraction in the past. But we have to make those
accountable who insist on a continuation of wealth extraction and
accumulation to the detriment of humanity’s wellbeing.

Seduced by the hypnotic force of wealth, governments around the
world have sold out the population and their public assets to
capitalists. Now, capitalistic governments are the major protectors
of inequality within humanity, trying to stem the poverty-tide
with increasing structural violence. Scapegoating is used to prove
that the government is right and the people are wrong; and an
increasing amount of funds is squandered to hunt deviants who
dare to undermine this selfish system.

Bureaucrats and politicos look around, frantically trying to find
the foe, unaware that the real enemy is their own mean and unjust
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mind. Of course they are mentally handicapped, because they
don’t understand that the more violence they push into the world,
the more negative repercussions they reap in future.

Consequently, the leading governments and their cronies in the
UN pay only lip service to justice in the world because they are
still hypnotized by seductive forces of capitalism. It is unlikely
that governments which dutifully worship the financial hierarchy
will ever escape this seduction of wealth. That means, global
justice will never happen as long as there is a linear thinking male
dominated civilization with narrow-minded financial rituals to
follow. Those rituals obscure reality to such an extend that people
believe there is no other way, they must follow the call of money
from the elite instead of following the call for wellbeing from
humanity.

If you crawl along the predefined
bureaucratic maze you’ll never find
your destiny

Religion is even further removed from our actual reality. Religion
talks only to individuals, it ignores civilization structures. Its
naïve message to you is like this: “be a good kid and everything
will be OK - no one will push the button, papa God will take care
about that.”

Go humanity, go!

Break through the stupidity and superstition barrier
 to evolve further!

People don’t mind to discuss any issue. Politicos and bureaucrats
have been brainwashed not to touch the real issues, only the
‘politically correct’ ones. They defend their taboos. They enforce
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their ancient blasphemy law that allows them to censor you to
death.

What a pack of idiots! Complete out of touch with reality. It’s
obvious they have a mental problem.

That means Earth will be messed up more by those delusives until
they hand over power to the people, or the people throw them out
of office.

Rulers who have built their civilization on lies and deception do
have extreme difficulties to face the truth. They censor and
manipulate communication to downright rig the vote.

Vote, or not to vote?

People realize that they do not make the difference anymore, if
they vote or not. Dwindling voter participation has undermined
the credibility of politicians. It shows that today's governments
are based in thin air, and are not grounded in solid population
support. Outdated democracy and obsolete voting structures need
to be changed, and evolved into massive population participation.

¾ participation with new leadership on the Internet is your
means of 'making the difference'

¾ participation on the Web will bring a new administration

¾ participation on the Web will eliminate the middleman of
government

¾ a big and important difference is that you lead with ideas, and
don't have to follow politicians

¾ leading humanity through the Web lets us focus on the right
way, instead of worrying about our scouts who got lost.
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Our present election & voting system has been adequate for the
Industrial Stone Age but now it is totally obsolete. It has degraded
to a Hollywood showbiz PR stunt. People blinded by this
smokescreen have no chance to voice their real opinion and end
up in a bureaucratic dictatorship.

As the people say:
“No matter who you vote for, the government wins!”

If you do not believe in global responsibility, just give it some
time and consideration. Responsibility will knock on your door
again. It is up to you if you let it in or lock it out. Irresponsible
humans who don't care about their descendants future and their
living environment are a great burden to Earth already, how
much more so in future? You either take responsibility or give
your responsibility away. If you are so foolish to give it away, you
must not wonder why things breaking apart around you.
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Dictatorship enforces the delusions of the elite

We feel better if there are less restrictions, rules and regulations
against our will. Our wellbeing is reduced when structural
violence (dictatorship) decreases our freedom. Naturally, we
would love to have unrestricted freedom to increase our
wellbeing.

In such a scenario dictatorship, freedom or democracy are easy
measurable quantities. Moreover, those quantities can be
indicators for mankind's wellbeing.

The ultimate dictatorship is when one person forces his will on all
others; everyone has to follow the orders of one person against
their own will. If we have a population of 6 billion this would
mean a dictatorship of 99.99999998% and freedom or democracy
of 0.00000002%

The least dictatorship exists if 6 billion people force their will on
one person giving us 0.00000002% dictatorship and
99.99999998% freedom. Complete unrestricted freedom exists if
everyone agrees, and no one is forced.

Today democracy settles somewhere in between those two
extremes, but closer to dictatorship than freedom. Probably 66%
dictatorship to 33% freedom, more than 2/3 of the global
population disagrees with the political leaders of this world. Some
people estimate 80% dictatorship! That is why we are aiming to
move our world more towards freedom in future.
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But where exactly on the scale, between total dictatorship and
unrestricted freedom, can we find today's society?

There is no answer to this question yet. Soon we will use the
Internet to find the answer, because this is of much interest to
every person on this planet.
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Why rubbish citizens?

Today's government is mainly concerned about money not about
the quality of its citizens. Mathematics and accounting have
replaced common sense to understand humans and life. Officials
are better equipped to discuss budget deficits than basic human
needs and rights. Bureaucrats have been mass-produced by
universities to fit into the web of pecking orders obliged to pay
tributes to greed. Then it’s their turn to mass-produce citizens, but
with poor skills many things go wrong. More and more people
need to be dumped to keep bureaucrats busy. Leeches, thieves,
bludgers and people who don’t ‘work’ are the results of this
malfunctioning society, creating big business in the legal system.

Produces citizens Newly produced citizens Crushes badly
produced citizens
and throws them
into the bin (jail)

Why don't we require the government
 to produce only good citizens?

As long as society has an unspoken
consensus that outsiders or deviants
need to be punished into conformity to
reduce diversity, it will be infested
with violence
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Role reversal

As easy as it is for institutions to crush individuals or groups of
humans today, so easy should it be for individuals to crush
institutions in future. Even though existing governments do not
give you access to change obsolete civilization structures, people
will soon develop the necessary tools to redesign civilization
structures, as well as mental and physical evolutionary processes.
For that people need to vote, voice their opinion and be heard. As
for now, governments are dominating.

The reinforcing cycles of growing bureaucratic regulation and
increased public stupidity.

The net effect is decreasing mental capacity and capability;
dragging society down to lower levels of existence. Creative
problem solutions are almost non-existent. People are forced to
crawl along the intricate maze of procedures and policies
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Most people want a quick fix by “somebody” to repair our ailing
planet. They think someone will do it for them. They are unaware
that it is their responsibility because governments have
successfully trained the population into a bystander attitude. We
can see that Big Brother is well and alive.  Those who thought
they could get a check on Big Brother, after Orwell had exposed
him, realize that they have been defeated by the giga institution; -
the BBBB complex. The Big Business & Ballooning Bureaucracy
complex dominates life on Earth like never before making
everyone compliant to obey narrow-minded procedures.

Nationalistic spiral towards increasing global tension,
destruction and human suffering

The interactive process of instilling national pride amongst
citizens and their government results in competition and tension
between nations. Governments as the 'clever' part should avoid
fostering national pride; but they have to play the pride game to
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'win' against other nations. Citizens feel patriotic and want their
government to be more aggressive and demanding in the
international arena. Sport, faith, cultural, economical and political
issues lead to a rush into better armament and increasingly
sophisticated military and trade wars.

Many delirious politicians said wars have advanced humanity.
They are right, war did advance humanity but along the wrong
way. It advanced humanity into destructive technology that is like
sand in the gears of life. Resulting in an increasingly destructive
humanity. As a matter of fact, war coordinated human actives to
kill each other! Politicos never seem to know that only nonviolent
conflict resolution based on interactive communication can
coordinate humans to produce benefits for each other. If
government's emphasis had been put on communication instead of
violence throughout history, humanity would be less infested with
violence and in a much better position now. Even today, the
militaries don’t understand that war is at an end, that no one in the
world wants to wage war, only the mentally diseased. They don’t
understand that we have a medical problem not a military
problem. It’s time to collect the weapons and those addicts who
like to play with weapons, to assure the safety of global citizens.
Our present violent state of the world is the result of insanity.

When will governments wake up and stop pushing coercively
their ideological dreams, and do what they supposed to do:
translate humanity's will into activities? None of them ever tried
to find out what humanity really wants. Every one of them tries to
push its own little group-think as 'the best'. Forcing the population
to accept what’s ‘good’ for them.

In the end, justice will prevail. No one can escape ultimate justice
forever. Even officials shielded within their high security
government fortress, who cowardly plan witch-hunts and
scapegoating, will be scrutinized by the public that is less and less
tolerant of violence in our society. Eventually, governments as
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producers and defenders of violence will be brought to justice.
Increasing the number of scapegoats and terrorizing the
population will not stop the declining credibility of governments.
Terrorizing bureaucrats dig their own graves  - in the end, the
people will get rid of them. Mentally diseased rulers who lived
contrary to their natural environment had for too long time a free
hand to mess up the world.

Once the population controls global affairs, instead of violent
disconnected nuts, there will be peace and much more stability
within humanity.

Weapons are the passport for violence.

As you can't travel far without a passport, violence does not reach
far without weapons. Only an unarmed society can be the base for
our new civilization.xvi

WEAPONS = WASTE
To waste is stupid

And stupidity rules the world today

The only need for weapons today is to enforce the wealth
imbalance and assure its expansion.

The more weapons there are in this
world, the more violence we have
between the people

When You Need To Fight To Resolve A Conflict...

Use the most sophisticated weapon on Earth: Intelligence. Load it
with Love, Communication and Cooperation, aim it at your
opponent and turn all his destructive weapons to dust.
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• First, paralyze your opponent with love and understanding

• Second, communicate the conflict to as many humans you can
reach and get their opinion. Convince your audience that the
truth does not need to be defended with weapons. Nothing that
increases global wellbeing needs to be defended with
violence, only liars and thieves with sinister attempts to
dominate hide behind weapons.

• Third, cooperate with the peaceful majority of humans to
remove weapons, violence and domination to achieve
settlement of conflict through communication.

It is better for people to solve their problems with intelligence
instead of letting institutions solve problems with violence and
weapons. The old-fashioned power games with force don’t work
anymore in our high-density populated, interconnected world.
Communication, peaceful mediation is the only way to go. But
how would you make nuts aware of this? – They just can’t stop to
maim people!

We can not continue to allow insane boys
 to play with their violent toys!
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When the mob fights against the elite,
it’s an act of terror.

When the elite terrorizes the mob,
it’s called justice.

Elite: those with wealth and weapons
who fabricate the law to their own
advantage.

Mob: the powerless, who are forced to
obey to their disadvantage.
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Violence grew and became systemic

Violence is an activity to
make humans and the
environment suffer

Violence is a tool of stupidity to make quick decisions. The
swiftness of violence makes it appealing to use, and together with
its "no brainer" simplicity we have an ideal tool for dummies.

The act of violence always says:

I NEED TO DOMINATE YOU!

Don't do what I say and I...

Kill
destroy

Restrain
mutilate

Dispossess
liquidate

Expel
brainwash

Military
Criminal

Society
Law

Financial
Corporate

Religious
Superstitious

abused
victim

coerced
citizen

milked
money-slave

obedient
sheep

Submissives cannot develop their full
potential and may be very concerned
about being damaged by dominators.
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To dominate

I need to take your life

I need to take your freedom

I need to take your sanity

Humans have always worshipped violence for its power that is
amplified with weapons:

• With physical violence you can destroy your opponent to
remove a problem

• With structural violence you can confine and terrorize
your opponent separate from you

• With subtle violence you can brainwash your crushed
opponent to become a willing slave

Violence considered as a necessary part of life!

Human society has been trying to get a grip on violence for a long
time. Nevertheless, violence goes around in circles; it is not easy
to catch. It goes from parents to kids, from people to institutions,
from institutions back to society and families again. If you feed
violence into this system like governments do, you must not
wonder why it cannot be eradicated.

We made laws to prevent crime and violence. We are getting
better with intercepting violence at the personal level, using new
ways of conflict resolution. However, there is a substantial
trickle-down effect of violence from governments into the
population.
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Systemic violence circulates in the bloodstream
 of a destructive civilization

Look for instance on a dog trainer who can sell you very cuddly
peaceful dogs, or the most violent security dog ready to attack
everything. Governments are like this trainer; they set up the
population to be a peaceful society or a violent aggressive mob.
The more a government acts in a coercive, repressive or defensive
manner the more violent become not only its own people but the
world society en large that feels threatened by the potential
violence of growing weapon stockpiles. The massive violence
ripples from huge weapon arsenals around the world, to protect
and increase capitalistic loot, jitter through the fabric of society.
Violence waves plough through families and upset their natural
peaceful relationship.
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No matter how many laws the government enacts to suppress
violence in its own population, it seems to pop up everywhere.
Because violence that is pushed by politicians will ultimately end
up in the family, either in their own nation or in another country.
Only obsolete governments believe they can create peace and
justice with weapons, but they are governed by stupidity.

Caucasians and whites expanded globally by means of violence
and not by peaceful negotiation. They used violence to grab
whatever they wanted. The repercussions of this expansion
activity are still strongly felt around the world. However, their
naivete makes them wonder where all this violence comes from
today. They do not understand that violence and domination is to
the Caucasian like water to the fish. Caucasians are so immersed
in violence that it became invisible to them.

Whenever the thin veneer of hypocritical Christian culture
 over the white savage civilization gets ripped

Nazi violence starts to flow
and democracy can be kissed goodbye

Men have been violence brokers throughout history, starting from
those times when they defended their family against predator
animals. This instinctive in-build defense system is nowadays not
useful anymore because terrifying animal species have become
extinct or decimated to save levels. Actually, violence should be a
relict of the past, if abusive rulers who pit humans against humans
would not need it for their power games. Misguided (mentally
sick) people have kept violence artificially alive within humanity.

When men set up governments that maintain military and police
forces, they base such governments on violence. The violence
necessary to maintain a dominating administrative system
inevitably spills over into the population. There, it becomes an
accepted way of life. This happened throughout history until now.
Violent activities considered as 'normal' can be observed
everywhere around the world today. The total destruction all
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forms of violence are causing to Earth and its inhabitants can
hardly be estimated. Even now, everywhere around the world you
can see governments squirt a never-ending stream of violence into
the population, locally and globally.

Do we need to keep it that way?

Once women are able to throw all violent entities out of
governments, like military, police violence, punishing laws and
all arms, we will have not only permanent peace on this planet,
but also a very low level of violence and crime. Active women,
who will do thatxvii , can be sure of strong support by females,
children and all nonviolent men. Together, they easily will
become the majority on this planet and subsequently make the
decisions.

Violence can be squeezed out of this
world with a concerted effort of all
peace loving people. Communication
through the Web will be the key to
coordinate those efforts and make them
successful.

Levels of violence:

• The activity of competition can make me lose

• The activity of brainwash can make me stupid

• The activity of coercion can make me feel bad

• The activity of fists can hurt me

• The activity of guns can kill me

• The activity of tanks can wipe out my country

• The activity of nuclear weapons can wipe out my species

• The activity of altered gravity can wipe out my planet

Weapons are the most vicious incarnation of violence
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Violence always results in losers and
inefficiency. Knowing all that, it is
surprising that violence is still so
widespread throughout society today.

Why?

Its short-term benefits as a
timesaving instrument of control make
it addictive. Like smoking, it makes
you feel good without consideration of
the long-term implications.

We have to realize that we can be
addicted to violence. We also have to
realize that we cannot maintain
violence-addictions in our new
evolving civilization.

Four easy steps to reduce violence and make war
impossible:

1. Establish an unarmed, international and gender mixed police
force that prevents violence and promotes nonviolence. This
peacekeeping force gets its authority from the global population.
Acting on behalf of the global population to:

• safeguard the rights and well-being of the global
population

• organize the systematic destruction of all weapons

• keep humanity weapons free

• keep humanity violence free

2. Remove weapons and end all militarization. Send military
personnel back to civilian life. Destroy all weapons and recycle
the remains.

3. Evolve existing municipalities to a global administration,
dismantle national governments and borders, and expand
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communication infrastructure to include all humans in decision
making.

4. Base the global legal-system on nonviolence (nourishment).
Create a new law that is fit to serve the global population. The
new law has to focus activities towards well-being increase and
obtain justice for all humans and Earth

First of all, people like you and me need to agree with people
around the world on this issue. If everyone wants a nonviolent
world, we can have it! If all people unite that have been divided
by violent and coercive governments, war and other destructive
activities can be eliminated by a united mankind.

You may say, a united mankind is impossible. Yes, just a few
years ago it seemed impossible but now, with the Internet, the
best communication tool we ever had, it will become not only
possible, but also soon a reality. On the Net, we can make global
agreements that will be binding for our peaceful cooperation,
coexistence and evolution.

Once most of us find out that we are humans and not Africans,
Americans, Asians, Europeans, capitalists, communists,
Christians, Moslems or whatever, the wars will be over. But until
now, many power brokers are not aware that everything is
interrelated on this planet and their severe group-think reduces
cooperation and communication between all humans with
institutionalized structural violence.
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Every person or group can absorb a certain amount of
violence before it overflows

When society is
overflowing with
violence, it
destroys itself
and its
environment.

Today's society
carries more
violence than
love because all
governments
produce
violence but no
love

Where are the
institutions that
fill love into our
society?

Shouldn't human
administration
pour love and
understanding
into the
population
instead of
structural
violence?
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Coming to terms with our primitive pecking order

PECKING ORDER EQUALITY

Poor
communication

Good
communication

Excellent
communication

PARENT
KID

Bash needed
to raise ‘good’

kids

Verbal coercion
to obey

Only nourishing
no coercion

MAN
WIFE

Bashing and
rape seen as

normal

Discussion
establishes
hierarchy

No need to
prove hierarchy

GOVERNMENT
POPULATION

Dictatorship
(oppressor

rules)

Democracy
(government

rules)

Direct
Democracy
(people rule)

FIRST WORLD
THIRD WORLD

Racial and
national border
defense with

weapons

Diplomatic
conflict

resolution to
obey borders

No dividing
lines between

groups
(borderless

world)
GODS

HUMANS
Angry

punishing
external god

Loving forgiving
external god

Individual gods
reside in people

The cause for most violence is the pecking order. It is most
predominant and visible in the military where people are so much
pecked that they lose their natural orientation and kill humans
cold blooded on demand. This pecking order flows from the
master-dominator, an imagined all powerful source like a god that
controls the universe down to the vegetable that’s cut off with a
knife.
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Humanity in the middle ground is stratified with a tall hierarchy.
Humans, nations and institutions compete for the higher places in
this hierarchy to receive benefits from ascertaining their power
over the lower levels. Lower levels are enforced with structural
violence to pay tribute to higher levels. Nonpayment of tribute is
punished. The taller the hierarchy the more violence is needed to
maintain it. That means, the greater the gap between rich and poor
(that is widened by the financial pecking order), the more
structural violence is needed to maintain the system.

The financial hierarchy gets taller and taller, while the supporting
base of capitalistic pecking orders gets narrower. Extremely tall
hierarchies that need massive amounts of violence [army, police,
and bureaucracy] for their stability are inefficient and unable to
produce benefits for the population. Once a particular inefficiency
threshold is reached, the system starts to crumble.

How much power do you need to enforce your pecking order?
Enough violence to kill?

spiritual national financial
Pecking Order Equality

kill

maim

bash

dispute

agree
religion govt. commerce humanity
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Financial

Kills through starvation (poor nation famine)

Maims through inadequate food intake (global
malnourishment, world hunger)

National

Kills through military and legal system (military
war, death penalty)

Maims people with the legal system (prison
system)

Spiritual

Kills in line with religious commands (holy war,
stoning, honor killings)

Maims people through religious directions (Islamic
amputations, circumcision, clitoris removal)

Tall hierarchies kill and cause harm
to human bodies. Mass emotional damage
is common place in such societies.

There is a small minority within humanity who gains from the
pecking order – the elite. Their intend is to keep humans pecking
on each other so each individual finds its right position in the
hierarchy of a competitive society. This diverts attention from
those who win and maintain the inequality system. Dominators
know, while subordinates compete to peck on each other they are
less likely to question the legitimacy of dominator demands.

Governments are seduced by the mental morphine of denial that
protects their violence taboo. Governments push a growing wall
of violence into the future. Obviously, this can’t be done
indefinitely. Sooner or later the wall will crumble and bury
governments under it.
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Stupidity breeds violence and greed

Limited
mental

capacity
prevents

non-violent
conflict

resolution

Limited
mental
capacity
prevents
fair
resource
allocation

Violence, greed and stupidity are in a reinforcing cycle,
spiraling us down to lower levels of existence

VIOLENCE = engaging in stupid activities of destruction and
domination. Keep the violent unchecked and they grow more
stupid and greedy.

STUPIDITY = allowing violence to make Earth and its
inhabitants suffer. Give arms to the stupid and they ruthlessly
satisfy their own greed.

GREED = growing stupidity to satisfy own need. Give sufficient
power to the greedy and they make people more stupid.

1. Violence easily becomes greedy when it utilizes its power to
organize a supply of wealth

2. Stupidity needs Violence to survive; without the protection of
Violence Stupidity would cease to exist
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3. Greed needs Stupidity to release wealth; Stupidity pays tribute
to greed

4. Violence increases Stupidity by preventing self-determination
and making truth a taboo.

5. Stupidity more than ever needs Greed to survive and pays
tribute to Greed.

Violence, Stupidity and Greed gradually grow in severity.
Violence increases destruction on Earth; Stupidity reduces the
chance of evolution and Greed benefits in the short term from that
situation.

All three of them fear Intelligence.

If Intelligence emerges, Stupidity will disappear. Intelligence is
neither susceptible to Violence nor does it pay tribute to Greed.
Intelligence has the ultimate expertise to reposition bodies in
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space and time solely through communication without the need
for power (violence). So, the 3 of them work together to prevent
Intelligence by inhibiting and obscuring interactive
communication.

Greed uses structural violence to make
people stupid. It coerces people to
engage in stupid activities that are
detrimental for the society as a
whole.

Greed having a free ride on Stupidity
 cracking the whip of violence

If you don't obey the global wealth
extractors to enable their free ride
you'll be whipped. Disobedience
results in military, police and
commercial intervention.

Today we observe greed increasingly
seeding Stupidity through the media.
The media is abused to disseminate
false information to continue Greed's
free ride. The law of greed says:

Society has to be made and
maintained stupid so that the majority
doesn't understand they have been
cheated.

White pig
cracks the whip
brown deer
runs in fear
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Violence’s delusions of grandeur are neither wanted nor needed.
People shall not hesitate to damage and demolish human mental
creations that are detrimental to the peaceful evolution on this
planet such as:

• Society structures - that oppress people

• Laws - that punish and coerce

• Taboos - kept to justify unjust activities

• Rituals - ceremonies that switch off intelligence e.g. daily
worship of WEM

• Rules - coercive demands by dominators

• Group-think  - encouraging activities damaging to outsiders

• Superstition - belief in non-existing entities' power

• Organizations, corporations and institutions -[1] that are
harmful to human freedom and dignity -[2] that use and
produce weapons to foster destruction and violence
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Violence Cube

The violence cube has three coordinates: time, equality and
communication. Individuals are on a continuum from red to
green. The conglomerate of individuals make up a society
between red = destructive and green = creative.

Time

Not enough time given to solve a dispute problem with
communication may invite a violent resolution.

Equality

Master slave relationships and dominator submissive hierarchies
need violence to maintain and overthrow the system.

True communication

Lies and misunderstanding may be interpreted as domination
attempts and fought.
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The violence cube is made up from the following three squares.
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No Much

Destructive
Hyperactive
Overactive
Ritualistic
Old ways
Rat race

time
Creative
Care for life
Nourishing
Discovery

Masters & slaves
Law enforcement

Structural violence
Domination

Pecking order
Violence addiction

equality
Peace
Justice
Freedom
Equal opportunity
Find destiny

Misunderstanding
Distrust

Narrow minded
Defensive

Conformity
Superstitious beliefs

Stupid

true
communication

(truth)

Love & understanding
Sensitivity
De-escalation
Smoothing
Facts
Diversity
Nonviolent conflict
resolution

Nonviolence is more than a strategy

It is the essence of intelligent life
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It's fun to be a Violence Buster :)

Duty:

[1] Spray love and understanding on people infested with violence

[2] Educate people about the origin of violence

[3] Bust violence out of society structures

If you are determined to remove the root of violence, you will
inevitably come to the GL solution. So please, advance Global
Leadership to remove the growing cancer of violence and cure
humanity permanently with love and understanding as easy as
one, two, three.

1 2 3

The evil forces of
violence divide
humanity with their
sharp edges

United Humanity
makes the sharp
edges disappear

The love squeeze
makes violence
disappear
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Money makes the world go down

You might not be aware of it, but commerce turned you already
into a money addict - you cannot live without money anymore.

Just try to live for two weeks without money - the withdrawal
symptoms will be extremely painful. If you do not know how to
grow your own money, you may offer yourself as a slave to
commerce to ease the pain.

Money is just an idea and as all human mental constructs, it is not
visible, but it changes the habits of societies. If people act in
strange ways as never before there must be some new ideas
around. To an increasing number of people, the idea of money
seems to be more attractive than the idea of god or democracy. In
a way, money became the new global god to be worshipped.

To make money visible we manufacture papers and coins with
numbers on them. Today money exists in computer storage as
ones and zeros, where it is conveniently distributed electronically.
This makes it much easier to handle in future. Soon most of the
money circulation will happen through the Internet. When all
money resides in a universal accessible Internet, banks will be
obsolete. Financial Infrastructure Servers will efficiently
distribute financial bits and bytes of the right amount to the right
address at the right time.

Financial gravity

The most interesting feature of money today is financial gravity:

* Every unit of money has its own financial gravity
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* The field of financial gravity gets stronger when more units of
money combine

* Larger bodies of money have stronger forces to attract more
money

It works like the solar system:

A stable system evolved from tiny particles of matter controlled
by the gravity of a central large mass.

Money will take the same way, the central largest pool of money
could be the world government controlling a planetary system of
large enterprises through the force of financial gravity. All minute
or uncontrollable bodies of money will inevitably be attracted by
a larger body. This is a typical monetary system for wealth
creation. It means, the amount of money common people hold
will be more and more insignificant - making it easier for
commerce to enslave people. This will happen over the next
decades and centuries if the emphasis on wealth creation of our
present monetary system is not changed.

The present economic and monetary system is mechanistic
based on dead material, it does not cherish and utilize organic
ways, let alone the spirit.

Thinking about economic output money acts like the gasoline in
an engine. If we have a 200 cylinder engine (like our world with
about 200 countries) putting more gas in one cylinder does not
increase performance it even may damage that cylinder (because
all countries are interlocked in a financial super structure). More
gas evenly applied to all cylinders will improve performance of
the economic engine and reduce poverty. Many cylinders don't
seem to get enough gasoline, consequently reducing global
economic output.

When we consider that the exhaust pipe of our global engine
presently blows too much black smoke, it is wise to repair the
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economic engine before boosting power. Boosting smoke and
pollution is undesirable that's why many nations cut down on
activities or only engage in safe redundant activities, resulting in a
world just idling ahead.

Today the environmentalists have the foot on the brake while the
capitalists push on the gas making governments confused, unable
to ratify appropriate activities. No one trusts the malfunctioning
economic engine that produces more rubbish than goods; that’s
geared for redundancy instead of efficiency. So it’s just kept
idling and documented when it sputters and nearly stalls.

The basic function of money today, is to store wealth and to
improve the exchange of goods and services. Those two functions
lead to an undesirable contradiction: when money is accumulated
on one side of society for storage, shortages may result on the
other side that reduce liquidity.

We could exchange goods and services without money but that
would be very inefficient. It would be like a car engine without
oil. As an engine runs most efficient with the right level of oil,
society runs most efficient with the right amount of money.

The lower the oil level gets, the greater the surface without
protection of the lubricant, resulting in increased friction and
growing inefficiency. In money terms: the more entities without
financial liquidity the less efficient society gets. The facts today
show that many global entities suffer from insufficient liquidity.

Experts try to control boom and bust cycles. However, because of
limited understanding, economists take the wrath of the invisible
hand for granted.

Two separate monetary systems, one for humanity and one for
commerce would benefit humans. Commercial entities are run to
make a profit. If humans have to participate in such a way, it ends
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up in a destructive rat race as we have it today. The race should be
between the commercial entities only, not between humans. But
that’s not the way the wealth extraction machinery works today
where humans are maimed between the economic gears.

There is a need for a new currency only distributed between
humans. This currency has to be supplied at a high level of
saturation to prevent dysfunctional human resources. Banks and
commerce form a separate entity with their own national
currencies and both of those monetary systems are linked via
exchange rate. In that way, humans are sheltered from the
exploitative system of commerce. Administration, Health and
Education etc. that make up infrastructure will be together in the
non profit monetary system with all individuals.

The distinguishing criteria for the additional monetary system will
be 'creating beneficial activity' instead of 'creating wealth'. It is
compatible with the present socioeconomic system and could be
implemented immediately.

YIN expire at regular intervals to prevent wealth accumulation
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BASE INCOME reduces human cost for commercial activities
and frees people from slavery.xviii  It acts as a safety net when
humans drop out of liquidated corporations that cannot survive
the fierce competition. Corporations do not need to be subsidized
to prevent unemployment.

Only the most sinister hypocrites would deny humans a base
income. However many humans are excluded from this basic
necessity. It is of outmost importance that every person on
this planet receives income. This is easy to accomplish by
adjusting the monetary system, and an urgent matter for the
UN right now, to assure basic human survival in this regard.
This could be accomplished soon because the only obstacle
that needs to be overcome is the sick capitalistic ego.

“Teaching a man to fish is better than giving him a fish to eat”

The capitalist looter didn’t tell that he caught all fish already.
Such cynical half-truths are very annoying for third world
countries that are taught by the UN how to fish. Now they waste
most of their time fishing, but are still starving.
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Existing system

Capitalists endorse new activities based on profitability.

New system

Administration approves only activities that produce wellbeing
without negative effects.
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Economic engine overhaul

There are about 1 percent pure capitalists amongst the global
population. That percentage is shrinking.

Because the growing number of poor has no purchasing power the
economic engine is relatively small, responding mainly to the
demands of the elite.

The limited demand one-way wealth stream oscillates through
boom and bust cycles, depending on size of wealth balloon and
purchasing power of population. The capitalistic elite controls the
economic engine and approves only profitable activities through
the stock market. This supply driven system has problems with
large scale global infra structure projects that satisfy the needs of
all people. Experts in wealth creation are honored and
worshipped, experts in wellbeing creation are disregarded.
Capitalists receive all profits from the economic engine. The
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population misses out. A minority siphons off wealth. The wealth
balloon is kept separate from the population. The elite is not only
supplied with usual utilities but also with many resources to
defend their loot (wealth balloon). The cost of weapons, military,
police, and legal institutions takes about half the economic output.
Governments and capitalists act as useless parasites within this
system. Deception and old-fashioned blasphemy is used to hide
all this from the unwary and lure them into the WEM.

An easy change through the accounting system can provide all
humans with their fair share of profit from productive entities, not
only those who ‘own’ capital.

All people get their fair share from the profit of the economic
engine. The wealth balloon empties via capitalists into the
population. The demand driven circular resource stream flows
more regular. All people participate to control the economic
engine. The economic engine operates more efficient, steady and
stronger without capitalists milking the global population.
Governments are responsible that profits are equally shared
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amongst all people. How would a capitalistic ‘owner’ feel if he
gets only his fair share?

The final stage.

When capital is considered public property, the economic engine
is controlled by demand and needs of all humans, not by
profitable supplies of capitalists nor by governments. Since
superstitious beliefs in the invisible hand have been abandoned
boom and bust cycles don’t exist anymore.

No evil activities are wasted to siphon off wealth to the elite.

No redundant activities are wasted to defend inequality.

No competitive activities are needed to produce profitable waste.

Prerequisites:

1. All people and productive entities need to be connected
through communication infrastructure.

2. Economic engine is owned and controlled by all people.

3. Administration resides in citizens not in institutions.
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How to find the Truth?

Today, the truth is not easy to find. It is usually hidden below a
mountain of lies. You have to use your intelligence, and put some
effort in, to dig for it. But how do you distinguish the truth from
lies?

The truth is like the sun. Lies are like clouds that come and go at
random to cover the sun. The truth is moving too, but more
predictable. It advances every day, by one day. The truth of
yesterday can easily become a lie today. You won’t find the truth
in the past, neither in the future; you'll find it only in the present.

You have to take today's train to go
to the city. If you wait for
yesterday's train to take you there,
you'll wait forever and never arrive
at your destination.

Communication is the key to find the truth. Use all available
sensors to receive original information. Apply feedback and
interactive communication to filter out lies and deception. If you
are tortured with one way communication, demand interactive
communication.
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How far do you turn back time to find your religion?

Years ago  belief system worships

30 Environmentalism nature

200 Capitalism invisible hand and
greed

500 Nationalism a section of Earth's
surface

1,400 Islam Allah and
Mohammed

2,000 Christianity god and Jesus

2,500  Buddhism peace

4,000 Judaism god

5,000 Taoism the right way

10,000 Wicca, Shaman gods and spirits

100,000,000 Dinosaurism ?

Through communication,
humans will find the truth.
The made-up stories for
indoctrination will disappear
over time.

What happens when the gods disappear?

People will live the same as before.

What happens when the economy and the monetary system
break down?

People will create a new system that works better.
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But what happens when our planet disappears?

People would be dead within a few seconds.

What happens when all plant and animal life becomes
extinct?

Humans would become extinct too within a short time.

People believe great misery will happen if they defy the gods and
rulers - but that's not true. The truth is, when we go along with
gods and rulers to defy Earth real misery will happen.

Our support system is Earth - not gods and rulers. Gods and rulers
are unimportant and totally insignificant, we easily can live
without them. Religious superstitions and ruler fads come and go,
because they are mainly lies, our true friend is Earth, giving us
permanent support while ruler stupidity lets us down.

You don't know
 how deep you can sink

 in a morass of lies

Mountain of lies

Well-established group-think that are lies:

* Only the Lord (Great One) knows

* I have to participate in the rat race to make
money

* I have to defend my country

* Only politicians can govern us

* Whites are superior

* Capitalism creates prosperity
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When ancient fairy tales are enforced as the ultimate truth,
humanity and life in general suffer because misinformation leads
to evil. Such misinformation is usually construed to allow
domination - submission relationships.

Historically the truth has been washed away with violence. Lies
have been forged into truth by dominators. All in the name of
gaining a larger share of the available resources

In our society where everything can be bought by money the truth
can be bought too. However, your instinct knows where the real
truth is. Even after a lifelong brainwash, you still have the basic
feeling for the truth. Throw all your group-think, addiction,
beliefs and unconscious rituals overboard, and you will see the
truth like the sun shining again.

When the political and commercial
deception fades away, people will see
the real beauty of Earth.

Society has been robbed of intelligence over many centuries by
religious propagators of lies; making people believe in
imagination instead of reality. Those who grew out of this stock
of people are still heavily infested with addiction to lies. To
overcome this unhealthy addiction will be a major task for
humanity within the next few years and decades.

Portraying lies as truth, consequently confusing interactivity of
society, results in heavily distorted models of reality and a decline
of cooperation. Today many people do not know if they should
believe religious, bureaucratic or commercial lies, or their own
sensors tuned towards reality. This mental conflict becomes
already evident in children who need to be coerced to conform to
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superstitious society structures. Especially adolescents try to
break out of this and display on many occasions clashing
behavior. However, the prevalent society pressure is much
stronger than most adolescents' minds, making sure they are kept
in the cage of superstition and lies.

You can be absolutely sure, whatever
is pushed into you with the mass media
is NOT the truth.

In the end you have to make your own decision what's true. Just
try to integrate your perspective with the whole Earth system
while you establish your individual truth.

Both can argue that their view of reality is different. They communicate
about the same but see it very differently. Both can try to prove that
their vision of reality is right. They can use violence to convince the
other party, who is so obviously ‘wrong’. Or, they could exchange
positions and view reality from the others’ perspective. This may result
in a surprising reality shock when two-dimensional life turns 3D.

Both of them can now agree,
understand and see,

so much more
than before.
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In future...

...when united humanity has been established for some time...

Religion will be considered a mental disease, that infects
societies, and prevents humanity to evolve to its natural destiny.

Governments will be seen as the most violent organized groups
in history that under the influence of a mental disease
systematically destroyed humans and life to prove dominator
superiority.

Capitalism, another human mental construct, cloned from
religion, will be acknowledged as the first global activity
coordinating system that failed.

In future, humans love and respect each other to assure
individuals’ wellbeing and equality. People are connected to free
for all communication infrastructures and every one is guaranteed
to have fresh nourishing food to eat.

Free from dominating nuts and institutions that have been
changed in the transformation process, development rapidly
increases wellbeing of humanity, life and Earth, elevating us to
our divine destiny.
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What is GL all about?

Humanity is constrained by belief-systems. Use  to remove
those constraints, create enlightenment and unleash the real power
of humanity

GL is a reminder for the responsibility people have for society
and Earth - it suggest taking that responsibility and not giving it
away to another person or institution

 is a tool to assure your self-determination globally

It is not something imposed on you like existing governments, but
something that grows and evolves with your contribution

It's not about to find a winner and the best - but to find the most
beneficial activities for humanity and Earth

  gives you optimum perspective to identify humanity's
stupidity

   wants you to become part of Earth's self regulating
mechanism by taking part in building and maintaining the global
civilization model
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   treats everyone as equal in our global society no matter how
powerful or powerless, rich or poor, young or old, low or high
status

   is your means to counterbalance the trend of humans to
submit themselves to greed and exploitation, forced on them with
violent means

We are looking for a system that creates equality, trying to get
away from the hierarchical pecking order of today’s patriarchal
society structures.

"We want to see life mushrooming everywhere so we can enjoy
the tasty fruits of it"
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Feedback

To establish a circular information flow, please send your opinion
to:

welt1@www.com

You may want to discuss this book with other readers @ the
handbook forum:

http://groups.yahoo.com/group/Book-Critique

Updated versions of this handbook are @

http://lifeonearth.ameranet.com/

http://members.fortunecity.com/love1133/

http://www.geocities.com/Athens/Atlantis/4124/

Some sites may have been censored away. If so, do a search on
the Web. Use  “evoluting earth” and “global leadership” as the
search words.
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Evoluting Earth Web Site

Participate with interactive communication at the GL website. It
is updated and alive - not a dead piece of stored information like
the book you are reading now; an active companion to a passive
piece of information. It is located at URL:

http://members.fortunecity.com/love1133/

This site shows your 'real
function' in today's global society

If you page through this website, it
has reached its initial objective

This website shows
[contrary to the present
belief system] that your
opinion is vital to achieve a
comfortable level of
wellbeing for all inhabitants
of this planet

It is like a seedling, growing into a tree.
When the tree flowers, people will say:
"It's beautiful!" Then it bears fruits and
people will be nourished by it. - It grows
on your opinion (please voice your ideas
about building a non-violent global
civilization)

This website wants
you to make
decisions on a
global scale

Once every person takes responsibility for the
peaceful evolution of Earth, life, humanity and the
spirit, this site is not needed anymore. This will be
when all stupidity of this world has evolved to
intelligence.

Each web page is like a
piece of the puzzle. Look
at them all to see the
whole picture. To get an
idea of this site will take
about two hours, to
understand the concept
behind it will take much
longer.

It is similar with humanity where each
human is a piece of the humanity-puzzle.
When all pieces have found their right
place through destiny and are
interconnected, we will see the true
picture of humanity emerging. That
happens when all humans can move and
express themselves freely once ancient
ruler rituals have disappeared.
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Endnotes

                                                
i http://cyberjournal.org/cj/guide/
ii  http://nav.webring.yahoo.com/hub?ring=glead
iii  http://www.purefood.org/
iv http://www.geocities.com/ejdodson/georgism_01.html
v http://www.origin.org.uk/copernicus.htm
vi http://dieoff.com/page130.htm
vii

http://claxton.apsu.edu/NSSAJ/NSSAJ132/NSSAJ132htm/NSSAJ
13_2_4.htm
viii  http://www.yuksel.org/e/law/triarchy.htm
ix http://www.specieup.com/
x http://www.thebird.org/host/dcdave/article3/991228.html
xi http://poorcity.richcity.org/frmentro.htm
xii  http://betterworld.com/BWZ/9610/learn.htm
xiii  http://iisd1.iisd.ca/pcdf/1994/05daly&d.htm
xiv http://www.optionality.net/mag/vision.html
xv http://www.directdemocracyforum.com/
xvi http://www.webcom.com/ncecd/
xvii  http://www.wova.org/
xviii  http://www.ru.org/proutfea.htm


